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P R 0 C E E D I N G S

The Chairman. All right, gentlemen. Let us proceed.

Mr. Holtzoff. I believe we are on Rule 8.

The Chairman. v`e start vwith Rule 8, gentlemen. Are there

any questions on Rule 8 (a) (1)? If not, we shall pass to (a)

(2).

Mr. Holtzoff. Mr. Chairman, I am afraid I shall have to

raise a question about (2) beginning in line 17. This is a pro-

vision to require that every indictment should give a statutory

citation or the citation of the rule under which the prosecution

is brought. I do not object to requiring the citation of the

rule if the prosecution is based upon an administrative rule, be-

cause there are obvious reasons making that desirable. I do not

believe that a statutory citation should be required. I have had

the law examined to be sure of my ground, and the cases are unani-

mous today that all the indictment or information must do is to

set out the facts constituting an offense. It is not necessary

to cite the statute charged to be violated. Sometimes some

prosecutors do mention the statutory citations. Some as a

matter of facility of reference put it on the margin or on an

endorsement. But certainly it ought not to be a requirement.

Now, the effect of this rule would be just to add a tech-

nicality which does not now exist. And there is a practical

reason: we have all seen indictments sustained on appeal under

a statute other than that on which the prosecutor relied in the

court below, and certainly a defendant who has been convicted

should not be turned loose merely because the prosecutor relied

on the wrong statute, if actually a crime has been committed.
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Mr. Dean. The last sentence takes care of that, I think.

Mr. Holtzoff. The last sentence does ameliorate the diffi-

culty, but I do not think there should be even a requirement of

the citation.

Mr. Burns. Would you change "should" in line 17 to "may"?

Mr. Holtzoff. I have no objection to that, sir, personally.

Mr. McLellan. Suppose you change it to "should preferably."

Mr. Longsdorf. I think that would be good.

Mr. IHoltzoff. Change it to "should"?

lir. McLeli an• "should preferably," so as not to make a re-

quirement.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Seth. Is it any hardship that the United States Attorney

know the law under which he is prosecuting?

The Chairman. You are right.

Mr. Holtzoff. Mr. Wechsler just argued a case in the Supreme

Court where he properly sought to sustain a conviction under a

statute that the United States Attorney did not cite.

Mr. Youngquist. Why do you say "properly""

Mdr. Holtzoff. Because I think that was quite proper.

Mr. Wechsler. Quite proper.

Mr. Seth. I think in lines 22 and 23 there seems to be

intimation that the United States Attorney might be convicted

of an intent to mislead the defendant.

Mr. Robinson. That is marked out.

Mr. Seth. Is that marked out?

Mr. Robinson. Well, yes, I should like to suggest that it

go out. In line 22 after 1"omission" strike "does not appear to

have been made with intent to mislead the accused or if it".
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Tr. Seth. That has covered my objection, but I do think

that in this day and generation, where we are going to havelaws

and regulations, when we have to get a permit to take a drink or

anything, why, we had better have them cite the statute.

Mr. Wechsler. There is one important distinction in this

subject, Mr. Chairman, I think, between the case that comes up

on direct appeal after a demurrer has been sustained to an indict-

ment, and the case that comes up after conviction in the District

Court. Where it comes up after conviction it is much easier to

find respects in which defense counsel may havebeen privileged

by having his attention focused to one rule of law rather than to

another rule of law; but if there has merely been a demurrer and

the demurrer has been sustairB d I cannot see any way in which de-

fense counsel is worse off in the Supreme Court arguing the point

of law on which the sufficiency of the indictment turns than if

he had made that argument in the first instance in the District

Court.

Mr. Holtzoff. In accordance with the suggestion that has

been made, I move that we insert the word " after the

word "should" in line 17.

The Chairman. Of course that goes far enough.

Mr. Dean. No.

The Chairman. Why should not the Government tell you what

you are accused of and on the basis of what?

r. ~Holtzoff. It has never been the rule and it is not the

rule today that an indictment must cite the statute.

The Chairman. That is true, but we are doing a lot of thing,

here that never occurred before.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes, but we are trying to simplify criminal
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The Chairman. 'Nell, that is one thing we are trying to do,

but we are trying to make it a square, honest game.

Mr. Dean. Another thing, whatever the precedents may be on

the subject it seems to me that with this growing body of Federal

legislation those precedents do not argue very much, to me, today.

Mr. Burns. There are a hundred agencies now that are minor

legislators; they have the power to make new statutes which carry

2 very severe criminal penalties.

Mr. Seth. Why do you say "minor"?

Mr. Holtzoff. I agree that if the prosecution is based upon

rule or regulation of an administrative agency there is good

reason for requiring a reference to the rule in the indictment.

But certainly that should not be the case if it were a statutory

prosecution; and my recollection is that at the last meeting of

this Committee the trend of the discussion was to limit this re-

quirement to prosecutions based on rules and regulations. That

was the concensus of opinion, but unfortunately no motion was

made.

The Chairman. What is the hardship of citing the statute?

Mr. Holtzoff. sell, because sometimes you might seek to

sustain a conviction on a statute other than that which you have

ci ted.

The Chairman. But should you do it?

Mr. Burns. Why should you get away with it?

Mr. Holtzoff. Oh, I think so.

The Chairman. Oh, no. You indict a man for one thing, on

one basis.

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, you indict a man for running a still
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without paying a tax. NoW, there might be two statutes, each

with a slight variation in the phraseology, that that man might

have violated. For example, if he ran a still without a license

in Indian country he would be violating the statute relating to

the Indian country, and he might be violating the Revenue Act.

Nlow, there might be a slight difference in the phraseology of

the two statutes.

Tr. Burns. This is the United States attorney, not a

commiss ion er.

Mr. Seth. This is an expert now, presumably.

yr. Eoltzoff. This is not the United States attorney'S case,

after all; it is the Government that is interested in seeing jus-

tice done.

Mr. Youngquist. If the United States wants to see justice

done I think it calls for the inclusion of the citation.

Mr. Wechsler. It is interesting in this connection: --

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think so.

Mr. Youngquist. So far as I am concerned I would rather use

the word "shall" instead of "may."

Mr. Seth. So would I.

mr. Youngquist. But I am satisfied with the word "should"

because I have faith that the United States attorneys will follow

the admonition even though it be not a compulsion.

M~r. McLellan. But the effect of "should" there is in view

of what follows in the next sentence, which is "shall," is it not?

Or what? "shall"'?

Mr. Seth. Yes.

Mr. Wechsler. Mr. Chairman, nobody questions the proposi-

tion that it is sound practice for the United States attorney to
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do that, and United States attorneys do do that. They should do

that. The question is what the penalty shall be if they fail to

do it. Now, everybody agrees, if in consequence of the failure

the case is tried on an erroneous theory, evidence is admitted

that would not have been admissiblo on the other theory, or there

is a failure to prove some essential point under the other theory,

that a conviction cannot stand. But take a case where the proof

is the same, where nobody has suffered from it: there I think it

is clear that a conviction should be affirmed, and actually this

rule would permit it to be affirmed.

Mr. Burns. That is quite right.

The Chairman. There is no harm done in an honest case.

yr. Youngquist. Say, Mr. Wechsler, should there be included

in the last sentence in line 20 after the word "ground" the words

"for dismissal or for reversal"?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

1i,1r. Yourigquist. To cover the trial court as well as the

appellate court.

Ylr. Nechsler. The real point is that it shall not be ground

for affirmance, I should think, in view of the trend of the dis-

cussion, because that problem always comes up not where a reversal

is claimed on that ground but where an affirmance is claimed on

that ground.

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, you do not want to change that second

sentence, that sentence beginning in line 19?

1,1r. Wechsler. No. As it stands I think it would meet my

point.

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, I think the word "dismissal" --

yr. ýgechsler. I am not sure it would meet the point of
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persons who take the other view.

The Chairman. NJell, now, gentlomen. in

Mr. Holtzoff. If the word "dismissal" goes/as Mr. Wechsler

suggests, I think that would meet my objection on that.

The Chairman. Where does that go in, Professor? that line?

3 Mr. Wechsler. Line 20, before "reversal*"

Mr. Seth. "dismissal or."

The Chairman. "or for."

Mr. McLellan. Well, you put in "for dismissal."

!Jr. Robinson. Say "or for.'

mr. Medalie. "or reversal."

The Chairman. yo. "for dismissal or."

Mr. Robinson. Put in the "or for reversal.'

Yr. Holtzoff. "or for reversal." I see.

MIr. W•echsler. There might be something said for striking

the last sentence, beginning on line 19, particularly if the

word "preferably" goes in after "should" on line 17. Then it

will be understood as a directory provision, and its legal conse-

quences will be left to the court in particular cases -- legal

consequences of failure to comply with this.

Mr. McLellan. All I thought about "preferably" was that it

would be a little bit better than the more permissive mayT.

Mr. Seth. The last sentence.

kr. TIcLelian. But 1 am inclined to agree with those who

think that there should be a requirement that the indictment

state the statute, and so on; and if that is so I think that ac-

cording to Mr. Youngquist's suggestion we should have "shall"

for 'should" in the seventeenth line.

The Chairman. Does someone move that we substitute "shall"
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for "should"?

Mr. McLellan. I so move4

The Chairman. Is that seconded?

Mr. youngquist. Seconded.

The Chairman. All those in favor of "shall" in line 17 in

place of "should," say "Aye." opposed, "No."

How many noes were there? (There was a show of hands.)

The motion is carried.

Now, as I understand it, by consent in line 20 there is an

introduction of words, 
"for dismissal or for reversal."

Mr. Wechsler, Just a moment. "of an indictment or reversadl

of a conviction."

Mr. Holtzoff. Do we need that?

The Chairman. I should think it makes better English.

Mr. Youngquist. Yes.

The Chairman. "dismissal of the indictment." "or dismissal

d! the indictment or for reversal of a conviction."

Mr. youn~quist. ~"indictment or information.''

Mr. Robinson. "or

The Chairman. "or information."

Mr. Dean. The effect of this, I take it, so far as a pro-

ceeding in the district court is concerned, is to give you a

right, probably through a bill of particulars if it is not in

the indictment, to get it. That is really what we have in the

way of penalty, if you call that "penalty."

The Chairman. Is there anything else under this section?

Mo. Medalie. Do we need the language, "does not appear to

have been made with intent"?

The Chairman. That is out.
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Yr. Medalie. That is out, is it?

The Chairman. Yes, from the word "does" in line 22 through

the word "it" in line 23.

Mr. Youngquist. The pronoun "him" should be changed to

"defendant" there at the end of line 23: "the defendant," be-

cause we do not previously refer to him in that sentence or in

the preceding sentence.

Mr. Robinson. If you use the term "defendant" there you

had better use it in other places here. In line 19 "accused"

should be made "defendant," and in line 15 change "accused" to

"def endant."

L1r. 1Medalie. Yes.

Yr. Youngquist. I thought we were using "defendant" through-

out.

Mr. Holtzoff. We were. We are.

Mr. Youngquist. Yes. We should here then.

The Chairman. Those changes will be made.

Mr. Robinson. In line 10 "which constitute" should be

"constituting- Is this your preference, Dr. Youngquist?

"essential facts."

The Chairman. "essential facts constituting the offense

charged"9?

Mr. Youngquist. i think it is better. Better language.

The Chairman. it follows your thought closer.

Mr. Robinson. And then in line 16 I think we can save three

or four words.

Mr. Youngquist. What is that?

Mr. Robinson. "and that he" strike out "may have." "and

that he committed it in one or more" strike out "of various,"
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leaving it "one or more specified ways"?

Mr. Youngquist. Yes.

TheChairman. All right. We shall proceed to (3).

Mr. Dean. Do we wish to make a similar requirement as to

the complaint?

Mr. Holtzoff. We have a separate rule on complaint that a

subcommittee is going to bring in later tomorrow.

Mr. Dean. I suggest that for the consideration of the sub-

committee, then.

Mr. Holtzoff. VWhat was the suggestion?

Mr. Youngquist. I doubt if we need it.

Mr. Holtzoff. We have a separate rule on complaint.

The Chairmian. That will come in later.

Mr. Youngquist. Yes.

The Chairman. All right. (3) Surplusage.

Mr. Longsdorf. Mr. Chairman, how are you going to ascer-

tain whether given words are surplusage without construing the

indictment? And if you construe it wrong and strike out the

supposed surplusage have you not amended the indictment?

Mr. Robinson. You remember our discussion on that,

Mr. Longsdorf?

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes, I do.

Mr. Robinson. It is based largely on the recommendation of

George Lindley of Illinois.

Mr. Longsdorf. I remember it.

Mr,. Robinson. In which he pointed out that sometimes

indictments and informations contain really scurrilous matter

or slanderous mat-t-er, libelous matter.

Eir. Longsdorf. This is not limited to that.
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Mr. Robinson. And it would be clear to the court in such

a case what could go out, I should think.

Mr. Medalie. in almost every indictment there is a libel

per se; that is true.

Mr. Robinson. To the defendant.

Mr. McLellan. Why give the court the power of its own

motion to do it?

Mr. Robinson. Strike that out, Judge, beginning after

"court"; strike out the rest of that line and the first two

words of the next line, so you would say, "The court may strike

surplusage from the indictment or information." That would

make your objection still stronger, perhaps, but I think it may

go out anyway.

Mr. Longsdorf. My remark was merely to bring that thought

to the attention of the committee. I cannot answer it.

h4r. 1MoLellan. I mean to give the court power upon motion,

and only upon motion, and not let the judge splash around

looking at an indicltament and thinking something ought to go

out.

Mr. Seth. "on motifon of the defendant."

Mr. Youngquist. Strike out "or of its own motion

Mr. McLellan. it seems to me.

The Chairman. Is there any objection to that? If not,

that will be done.

M.ir. Youngquist. Mr. Longsdorf.

1,1r. Medalie. Of course that takes care of ex parte Bane,

does it not?

Mr. YoungqUist. I wonder if your question might not be

answered by the fact that if the court does strike that which
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is not surplusago it is not stricken because he h •as no author-

ity to do it?

The Chairmuan. (b) on page 2. (b) (i).

hr. Seth. Ought not "person' in line 29 to come out?

The Chairman. I did no get that.

hir. Burns. "A defendant".
peron 

.11

0r. Seth. Ought not "An accused person be "A defendant

Or a! least "pe.-son' should, come out.

The "ha••rma.n. Yes.

hr. Riobinson. "A defendant".

hr. Burns. is it the intentioXf of (b) (l) to preclude

te tr-r biot after a waiver?

the Goven ..nnn fr,-L, 
I~

hr. IHIoltzofL. 'dI dfendan i' i do not think so. For

-that rason I am ogto Su-get that tthe word "shall" 1.il line

37 be changed to iCA•

i'.r £,ieGdlI-. •e5.

~r. Burn,. s y I raase 1hat, qu..tion. in th, light- of 'what

- L. I %TS i (,a•-1 pr ~ q•l Iia 4-_ 1

Sno;, about Ihe- Ai-Tu 1 U -L. s t o-yu. ha-ve
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ca notet ...t.. tt -t-tor--y or file a waiver il tle
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only, t;o file an iformatio?

hr. Seth. o.

nr. Wechsler. To, and therefore I uould chanSe the word

"sh a ll" to " may "... O o 3 . ..

( t t. qu- assumd the chair.)

hP. -oun's 
s (actin, cha" it reads, as I have

"in any case not PanI<shable by death a defendant

not represintcd by counsel nay consent that tho proceedincZ

may be by information inst.,ed of b

that event the United States Atto-ney may proccs& by

or. Wqchsler. Yes.

-r. Seth. Ho said, "not reprosented by counsel.,

hr. WeLllan. Yes, but even then--

Mr. Beasonooo?. You mean. "represented." You said, "not

re-reoented .
a

Hr. Youngqust. Chn. "represented". Yes, of course.

Thank you.

Wr. oLellan. Even then, are yoo not in some difficulty,

possibly, that if he Vaives the indictment - cannot be

indicted anyway, and the~n you make it permissive for the United

States Attorney to . 1 an informaiotn or not?

3r. BurnS. ino; he onsents to tie information, but

nevertheless) d•,i-•t his consent, the Unite? States AttornQy

may still proceed by iuc.-tmerit.

hr. AoLellan. Yes, but does the linnua>e useU by Professor

Wochsle2, do it?
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T:r. Burns. Will you read it again?

I~r. youngquMst (ecting chairman). (ReadinLg):

"In any case not punishable by death a -efendant
,it on , conset that the proceeding

ire-resente,, by -otse the .. .U°

may be by inforMation insteac of by indictment, an) in
b c, 

• , : b y i f l u

that event tho United Ststes Attorney may .roceed by

nf rma t, ion.

r.nt b, b ro say plainly in there
11 . • 31eth ould "tnot 1e U•t t , --

wit-h the con•set Of the defenc-ant and the approval of the

:nitsd t a .es A.. t.

Mr. Me•elen I think so.

Mr. Dession. i do not belit, vG you need that. T h, e .nly

right the defendant has under the Constitution is not to be

... ot,.C e1:cept on CiCtn....ment 
in certain cases. Mow, he can

waive that, but he canrot waive ar.ything the prosecutc.- has.

Suppose he does valve it.

Mr. IClcLellan. I still think sc.

Tir. I-oltzoff.- Y-ur point is that when he Coos not give

-is consent he does not file an informatioin, so you do iot have

to proviidc for cansent.

1r. Robinson. What is the obectifo to having two

sentences, leaving thi- lst sentence the way it is?

I1r. Seth. Yes.

rYurgquist (acting chairman). Make it "shall"?

~r . Hitzoff. lio, we do not want to make it "shall."

Ir. Robinson. -o; we have already chansed "th "shall" to

Iti I
may

Mr. Wechsler. That would not change anythingh to leave
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the last sentence the Way it is.

11r. Soasongood. Why do you not have the last sentence

read, "After the waiver the UTnited States Attorney may file

an information or proceed by indictment"?'

1,1r. Burns. Yes.

Mr. Dean. That is it.

M1r. HcLellan. That is it.

MIr. Youngquist (acting chairman). That would be a little

shorter.

Mr. McLellan. That does it, does it not, Mr. Seth?

Mr. Seth. I think so.

Mr. Youngqulst (acting chairman). All right. If that is

agreeable it will so stand..

We come then to (2).

Mqr. Seth. That will have to be chanced.

Mr. Seasongood. Yes.

1dr. Holtzoff. In (b) (2) 1 think that we could omit all

of line 37 except the first three words, put a period after

"district," and strike out the rest of that sentence.

Mr. McLellan. Of course, the first line becomes subject

to criticism here.

Mr. Seasongood. Yes.

,nr. Seth. Yes.

Mr. McLellan. In view of the change made in the preceding

one, "The court shall then arraign the accused upon the

in f ormation"

I'r. Robinson. "'upon the indictment or information"

1Mr. Holtzoff. I wonder if w1 e need (2) at all.

r . Wechsler. I do not think we do.
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Ir. MolZoff. I beg your -ardon?

Hr. Wechsler. I do not think we need it.

Mir. HoltZ~ff. I don't either.

T move to strike out (2).

Mr. Youngquist (acting chairman). Is there any objection

to strikingS out (2)?

Mqr. Seasongood. Con you do it now in any division of the

district?

Mr. Holtzoff. You cannot do _tb in any division of the

the f ants onsent, but if the defendant

district except 
with/defek

consents you can do it; so you do not really need (2).

Eir. Robinson. Oh, just a second, Mr. Holtzoff. Remember

that is based on the idea that even when the court is not

ces where the court is not sitting, if there

sitting, or in place 
U Lner t er

is a defendant in jail you may provide that he may waive indict-

ment, the information may be filed, and the court may act at

that time and place even though it is not in term time, even

though it is not at the place where the court regularly sits--
ýh 

1,-, isitoSatth-

I suppose any division.

Ir. Holtzoff. The defendant may consent to have the case

heard in any place outside of the division, and if you get his

consent you can do it; so I do not think YOU need that provision.

Mr. Robinson. Oh, no; this goes beyond consent. It

gives the court power it does not now have.

tr. IHoltzoff. If you limited paragraph (2) just to that

thought, I think that would be different.

Mr. Robinson. I think it should be limited there.

Mr. Longsdorf. Is not the intent of paragraph (2) directed

to the powers of the court to enable the court to do something
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that otherwise it would not do? It is not aimed at what the

defendant is going to do at all?

Mr. Holtzoff. No, but that is covered by paragraph (1)

the way we now have it, Mr. Longsdorf, is it not?

Mr. Longsdorf. I know, but paragraph (I) as it now stands

does not go on and include what may further be done to expedite

the case upon a plea of guilty if one is then made. That is

what I was getting at.

Mr. Holtzoff. A plea of guilty then becomes the same as

any other plea of guilty.

Mr. Youngquist (acting chairman). The only thing, as I

see it, in (2) that we need to preserve is the taking of the

plea in any division within the district.

11r. Dean. Exactly.

Mr. Seth. That is right.

Mr. lioltzoff. Why not leave it substituting something to

this effect for (2): "In such event if" --

Mr. Robinson. "if an information is filed".

Mr Holtzof f. "if an information is filed the plea may

be taken and the case disposed of at any place within the

district if the defendant so consentS"?

Mr. Longsdorf. Then, if you&d it that way, Mr. Holtzoff,

why not combine (2) with (1)?

Mr. Seth. That is right.

Mr. Longsdorf. And make it one paragraph.

Ir. Holtzoff. I see no objection to that. I think that

is a good idea, really.

Dir. Wechsler. Mr. Chairman, was there not discussion at

the meeting of the subcommittee about a proposal to allow a
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plea to be taken in other divisions and perhaps even in other

districts?

Mr. Holtzoff. We have that under the removal rule. We

adopted that in the subcommittee, and that is embodied in this

draft, Mr. Wechsler.

1,11r. Wechsler. I am wondering if we need any special

provision here. Why, in other words, should the leeway on

where the plea is taken be greater where an indictment is

o fls waived than in the case where there is an indictment?

"It shd

not."
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fls Mr. Dession. It should not.

BB.r. Longsdorf. There has been considerable correspondence

in- cmingstoDB tTere

an

in- come in to the committee 
about the desirability 

of having a

ment? way in which cases of that sort could be disposed of properly

where the sentence would be small: let the man serve his

sentence if he wishes to, and get it cleaned uý and avoid the

delay that ensued in districts where the court did not sit

frequently. There is a lot of that.

Mr. HoltzOff- Yes, we are all for that, but I rather

agree with Mr. Wechsler that we do not have a general rule

allowing that to be done, even where the defendant is indicted

instead of being proceeded with by information.

Mr. Longsdorf. I would agree to that.

Mr. McLellan. Do you need any rule to accomplish that?

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think you do. I think the

defendant may always consent to have his case tried in a

division other than that in which he is indicted.

Mr. Robinson. What about outside of term time?

Mr. Dession. Some of them are accustomed to doing it

that way. I think it might be well to provide that it can be

done.

Mr. Holtzoff- You provide a term ends the day beeore the

next term commences. That is the legal concept of terms under

the federal statutes. You do not have such a thing as outside

of term time, actually, unless the judge adjourns the term,

which a careful judge does not do. He always continues the

term.

Mr. McLellan. Do you not abolish terms under the rule?

Mr. Holtzoff. We do not abolish terms; we say that terms
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shall not be used as in derogation of time.

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes, but, Mr. Holtzoff, it may happen

that a judge will go up to another division to take care of

the business there, and he will not be there to receive the

plea and pass the sentence-

Mr. Holtzoff. That is right, but the defendant can consent

to be brought up to the other division.

Mr. Longsdorf. Oh, all right; if you put it in somewhere

else that way, then we shall have it covered.

Mr. Dean. He may consent, Mr. Holtzoff, but as a prac-

tical matter is he going to be taken out of jail and transported

by the marshal over to another division of the district if he

wishes to enter a plea, unless we write it in here? In other

words, the practice is, I think, so much the other way that

it would be rather revolutionary, and we want it made certain.

Mr. Holtzoff. Perhaps so, Mr. Dean, but I still think

that that ought to be a general provision.

Mr. Dean. I agree.

Mr. Holtzoff. And not limited to that group of cases.

Mr. Dean. Yes, I agree.

Mr. Youngquist (acting chairman). That would come under

chapter 5 that relates to arraignment and pleas.

Mr. Holtzoff. So I am going to make a motion at this

time to strike out (2) if I may, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Youngquist (acting chairman). Well, with the under-

standing that a like provision covering both indictments and

Informations shall be inserted in chapter 5.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. youngquist (acting chairman). Is there any objection?
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(There was no response.)

Mr. Youngquist (acting chairman)- (2) is out.

Mr. Robinson* That has to be 5, do you think?

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not know.

Mr. Robinson. Chapter 5?

Mr. Youngquist (acting chairman)- Chapter 5.

Mr. Robinson. Very well.

Mr. Longsdorf. What number would this other rule be?

Mr. Robinson. I do not know.

Mr. Longsdorf. It has no number yet.

Mr. Holtzoff- Let us pass that.

Mr. Youngquist (acting chairman). Just make a note of it.

Mr. Longsdorf. All right.

Mr. Youngquist (actingchairman). We come then to (3) of

Rule 8(b).

Mr. Medalie. We go to 15-

Mr. Youngquist (acting chairman). 14 or 15-

Mr. Longsdorf. By "fine only," Mr. Chairman, you want to

limit that amount or specify the amount. Do all fines come

under that?

Mr. Holtzoff. All fines.

Mr. Youngquist (acting chairman). Yes.

Mr. Dean. Yes.

Mr. Waite. I should like to ask this: Why does it

restrict amendment of the information to cases where the

punishment is not more than a year, even though no additional

or different crime is charged and even though substantial

rights of the defendant are not prejudiced?

Mr. Holtzoff. I think perhaps I was partially
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responsible for that restriction, because a defendant might

hesitate to waive indictment if he knew that any informatl on

that was filed against him was subject to amendment. An

indictment is not subject to amendment, and if you prosecute

a felony by information with the defendant's consent it seems

equally responsible that the information should not be subject

to amendment. I might say, actually, that the prosecution

will not suffer. I checked with those folks in the Department

who have active charge of prosecuting cases, and they have

never had any real, problem arising out of difficulty over amend-

ing informations.

Mr. Waite. You mean that they have amended them?

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not know that they have had many

cases where it was necessary to. In other words, it is not

a problem from a practical standpoint.

Mr. Waite. Well, then they are better than state

prosecuting attorneys, because in Michigan where we file an

information instead of an indictment they have to amend time

and time again, and we have a provision permitting amendment

instanter, with a delay in the case, of course, if the defendant

has been surprised.

Mr. Holtzoff. Our people hardly ever amend informations,

if they ever do; I suppose that sometimes they do.

Mr. Waite. They do not use informations, perhaps, quite

as generally.

Mr. Burns. Increasingly.

Mr. Holtzoff. Of course, in your state you use grand

juries very rarely. Informations in the Federal courts are

only used for minor offenses.
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Mr. Waite. That is it, and if the Federal courts are

going to use informations more I wonder if they will not

find the right of amendment increasingly necessary. I dislike

to see this limitation. If it is a desirable thing, it is a

desirable thing in all cases, it seems to me.

Mr. Holtzoff. I know one thing: as I say, the prosecuting

officers of the Government do not think the matter is of suf-

ficient importance even to ask for it.

Mr. Waite. If it were not in here at all I should not

mind. That would leave the matter open. I hesitate to see

a specific limitation to that, because it means that if it is

for more than a year then it could not be amended.

Mr. Holtzoff. The answer is, after that they can always

file an information unless the statute of limitations has run.

Mr. Burns. I should like to move that the first clause

be stricken. I move that (3) be amended by striking out up to

the words "or both" on line 4l, and beginning the paragraph

with, "The court may permit an information to be amended".

Mr. Seth. That is right.

Mr. Seasongood. Why do you provide only before verdict?

Why should it not be amended at any time before or after

verdict if you are going to give a power of amendment?

(At this point the chairman resumed the chair.)

The Chairman. Suppose a vote be put. All those in favor

of Judge Burns' motion say "Aye." Opposed, "No." Carried.

Now, what was your question, Mr. Seasongood?

Mr. Seasongood. Why the right to amend is limited to

before verdict or finding of guilty. The usual amendment

statute allows amendment at any time.
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Mr. Burns. Even in a criminal statute?

Mr. Seth. No.

Mr. Seasongood- Well, as to that, there is very little

on the amendment of criminal statutes, isn't there?

Mr. Robinson. In case of information-

Mr. Burns. I do not know, but it seems to me that you

could properly draw a distinction between the civil practice

and criminal practice in that respect. I mean, too liberal

power of amendment, it seems to me, might very well have a bad

effect on the caution and care of a prosecutor. I think if he

could amend after verdict it would give him a power which he

really does not need.

Mr. Youngquist. Permitting the amendment of pleading in

a civil action after the verdict is a pretty liberal rule,

and I think it should not be extended to criminal cases.

The Cbairman. Is there a motion? Do you make a motion

on it?

Mr. Seasongood. No.

The Chairman- All right. Is there anything else on (5)?

If not, we move cn to Rule 9.

Mr. Robinson. We have got that.

The Chairman. Rule 9(a). Are there any questions on (a)?

Mr. McLellan. Yes. Not a suggestion but a search for

infornation. Under (a) the consolidation of indictments or

informations where the defendants are not necessarily charged

jointly is permitted; is that right?

Mr. Robinson. That is right.

Mr. McLellan. Does the consolidation mean not an order

for trial together, but they become in effect one case? And
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if they do, can you deprive, among other things, any defendant

of his right to challengeS, to make him join another defendant

when he is not charged jointly with responsibility?

Mr. Holtzoff- There is no Constitutional privilege involved,

is there, Mr. McLellan?

Mr. McLellan. No, but he is given a right to peremptory

challenges. Do you want to deprive him of peremptory challenges

and make him join with somebody else in his challenges when he

is not charged with the joint wrong?

Mr. Dean. That is a good question.

Mr. Youngquist- I think the purpose of that provision,

Judge, was this: In the first sentence we permit a joint

indictment "if the offense arose out of the same act or

transaction". So that the last sentence is intended merely

to proceed by consolidation in the same manner as if they had

been indicted together in the first instance.

The Chairman. It relates back, does it not, to the kind

of defendants who are mentioned in the first sentence?

Mr. Youngquist. Yes, "If such defendants".

The Chairman. But could you not meet Judge McLellan's

point by providing for consolidation for trial, which is

different from consolidating indictments? So that you would

preserve the right to challenges, and so forth.

Mr. Dean. I wonder if you would preserve it if you

referred to consolidation for trial. I think you would almost

have to have a specific provision in there.

Mr. Youngquist. I think the purpose, the intention of

the subcommittee--at least, it was my Intention-was to create

by consolidation 
exactly the situation that would have existed
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had the defendants been jointly indicted in the first instance;

and if it is that kind of situation I see no reason why the

consolidation should not be complete for all purposes.

Mr. Holtzoff. The use of the word "such" immediately

preceding .defendants" limits the last sentence to cases

where the defendants might have been joined originally.

Mr. McLellan. Yes, if you are giving the power to Join

defendants where they are jointly charged, with joint wrong--

which is all right--but you are giving the right to join them

when there are two or more acts or transactions connected

together.

Mr. Dean. That is true.

Mr. McLellan. I think Mr. Vanderbilt has hit it, although

I do think that that word "consolidate" has had such a meaning

attached to it that you would need sane other word than

",consolidate". Maybe it ought to be "order to be tried

together," or something of that kind.

Mr. Waite. I was going to ask a question. Perhaps that

answers it. I was looking at something else when the dis-

cussion started. Is the phrase "to consolidate an indictment"

a word of art meaning "order two indictments tried jointly"?

Mr. McLellan. In my experience, which is very limited,

a consolidation of indictments means making one case out of

two cases.

Mr. Seth. Yes, that is right.

Mr. Waite. Well, that is what I thought.

Mr. McLellan. Different from an order that two cases

shall be tried together.

Mr. Waite. And that is not the idea that we are trying
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to express here, is it?

Mr. Youngquist. That is the idea some of us were trying

to express--at least I.

Mr. Burns. Mr. Holtzoff, from your experience is there

any advantage through a technical consolidation that the

Government would not have through a simple order of a joint

trial?

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not know of any.

Mr. Seth. Could you join the challenges?

Mr. youngquist. On challenges probably it makes a

difference.

Mr. Holtzoff. Your question was limited to an advantage

to the Government?

Mr. Burns. To the Government.

Mr. E1oltzoff. I do not know of any.

Mr. Burns. Now let me put it the other way: Are there

any disadvantages to the defendant apart from cutting down

challenges? Is it not true also that he is bound more directly

by what counsel for the other joint defendant may do if it is

one case?

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think so, because counsel repre-

senting one defendant does not bind other defendants, no

matter whether it is one case or several cases tried together.

Mr. McLellan. I do not know about that. I think there is

something in Judge Burns' suggestion.

Mr. Holtzoff. Is there?

Mr. Youngquist- Sometimes he does not.

Mr. McLellan. You take two men who are jointly indicted,

A and B, and A puts in some evidence that cannot be used
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against B, even though it is in A's defense.

Mr. Medalie. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. But would that not be the case, Judge,

if A and B were being tried together though on separate indict-

ments?

Mr. Burns. I do not think so.

Mr. McLellan. I doubt if they would go that far. They

are going some when they decide, as they do, that A's evidence

can be used against B, but I doubt if they would extend it to

a case where there are two separate indictments and ordered

tried together. But that is for the future.

Mr. Burns. I have an impression from civil procedure

that "consolidate" is really a word of art carrying a most

significant result so far as the substantive rights of the

parties are concerned, or potentially substantive rights,

and certainly the procedural rights; and I also have an

impression that consolidation is a technicality that has a

little aroma of the antiquated procedure.

Gibson
fls.
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Maxsn Now, it seems to me, from the viewpoint of convenience,

that you would attain your substantial objective if you per-

mitted trial together, and on that score I would leave the

trial judge with uncontrolled discretion. But 1 am a little

leery of consolidation, frankly, because I do not 'know vhat

the implications are.

Mr. Medalie. Well, we have consolidation now.

Mr. McLellan. The implications are, 1 think, that it

makes them for all practical purposes one case.

Mr. Medalie. Yes.

Mr. youngquist. May I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that for the

purpose of clarifying the situation we have an expression of

opinion on the part of the Committee as to whether it desires

that a consolidation of indictments shall, for all purposes, be

equivalent to a joint indictment?

Mr. Medalie. it is that in effect, is it not, now?

Mr. Youngquist. If that is what we want, that is one

thing, but if it shall be merely a joint trial then we ought

to make the changes that have been suggested.

The Chairman. You have brought it here as if it were a

joint indictment.

Mr. youngquist. That is right.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

The Chairman. Now the question is, do you want that view

maintained?

Mr. Medalie. Is that not the situation now?

Mr. Robinson. I was just going to say that the words are

exactly the words of 18 U.S.C., Section 5 5 7--that is the
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joinder statute of 1853 or 18 5 6--which concludes, "and if two

or more indictments are found in such cases, the court may

order them to be consolidated."

Mr. Burns. Does that include acts or transactions con-

nected together?

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

Mr. wechslQr. No; the joinder provision is broader here

than it is In the existing statute.

Mr. McLellan. I thought so.

Mr. Robinson. However, does that specify where, Mr.

Wechsler?

The Chairman. In the common- transaction clause, is it not?

Mr. McLellan. Yes. Of course that isthe very guts of it.

The Chairman. Which is taken over, I gather, from the

civil rules.

Mr. Wechsler. My memory has slipped here. Does the

joinder statute, the one that you were reading from, deal with

joinder of defendants or with joinder of charges against the

same defendant?

Mr. Robinson. Shall I read it?

Mr. Wechsler. Yes, if you please.

Mr° Robinson. (Reading)

"when there are several charges against any person

for the same act or transaction, or for two or more acts

or transactions connected together, or for two or more

acts or transactions of the same class of crimes or

offenses, which may be properly joined, instead of having

several indictments the whole may be joined in one indict-

ment in separate counts; and if two or more indictments
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are found in such cases, the court may order them to be

consolidated."

Mr. Burns. That is one defendant.

mr. Youngqulst. That is a single defendant.

Mr. Moltzoff. That is a single defendant.

Mr. Robinson. Yes, surely.

Mr. McLellan. Of course; now, I a& going to keep still

after saying one more thing about this: I would not myself

willingly vote that there may be a joinder in a single indict-

ment in a case where all that you have is two or more acts or

transactiions connected tioge ther.

Mr. Seth. T second the motion.

Mr. Wechsler. That is the real advantage presented by the

rule.

Mr. Seth. I second it.

Mr. Longsdorf. I should like to add to the Chairman's

remarks that on the civil side the consolidation very infre-

quently makes one case out of two or more, but usually merely

tries them together. That is correct, is it not, Judge?

Mr. McLellan. That is not my experience. When we use

the word "consolidatIon" we mean we unite those two cases and

make one of them.

Mr. Longsdorf. No; I am speaking of what they actually

do. Usually they merely try them together and do not attempt

to make them one case.

Mr. McLellan. Often they order that they be trIed to-

gether, which is not a consolidation order,

Mr. Longsdorf. No. They call it a consolidation, but

it is only a ulion of trial.
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Mr. McLellan. In the case of A and B, whose only connec-

tion was that a transaction of each of them arose out of two

or more acts or transactions connected together, I should not

permit those two to be joined in a single indictment.

Mr. Holtzoff. What is the present statute on joinder of

defendants as distinguished from joinder of charges? The one

that you read just now is joinder of charges.

Mr. McLellan. That statute does not mean anything, be-

cause it says, "where they may be properly joined".

Mr. Robinson. You remember our long discussion of that

at a previous meeting, Judge. We found out that that is pretty

much nullified by the decisions. It merely means that that is

a sort of catchover or hold *that the courts can use.

Mr. Holtzoff. But, anyway, that is joinder of the same

defendant.

The Chairman. The statute covering joinder of defendants.

Mr. Robinson. That is just what I shall have in a minute.

Go ahead with the discussion.

11 Mr. Dean. I think the case-law rule that comes out of

this is this: that each defendant you join has to be jointly

charged in every offense in every count.

Mr. Wechsler. That is right.

Mr. Dean. You cannot have a defendant charged on counts

1, 3, and 4 but not on the others. It is those matters; we

were talking about them.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is right.

Mr. Wechsler. This provision goes beyond the existing law

in the respect that it does not require the defendants to be

jointly culpable so long as the other conditions are met.
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Mr. Burns. And certainly "connected together" is a

rather vague standard. Does it mean the acts or transactions

connected in time or connected by some common denominator of

culpability or related by some correspondence?

Mr. Wechsler. Mr. Chairman, I should like to speak in de-

fense of this rule as it stands. The language certainly suffers

from the ambiguity that Judge Burns just pointed out, but I

think it was deliberately chosen in the light of that ambiguity.

It is fairly traditional language in civil statutes, and the

purpose here, as T recollect, was to broaden permissive joinder

in criminal cases to all situations in which there is some

common element in the charges against the various defendants

that provides a just basis for trying them together.

The way to reach that, as a drafting matter, seems to be

to make the basic joinder provision broad in these terms, re-

quiring a connection, if you will, without defining what the

connection must be, and then in subsection (c) to provide for

a severance, for a separation, in the discretion of the court.

That was intended to reach substantially the situation with

respect to the scope of permissive joinder that you have in

civil cases. Such acts are controlled by the court.

I do not believe that there is any formula short of this

that can permit a broad initial joinder subject to that separa-

tion, though I believe we can go back to the common-law rule

requiring joint liability, or perhaps get part of this by

sticking to the "same act or transaction" clause and eliminating

the "connected transactions" clause. I do not think that that

would narrow this quite as much as the change might seem to

indicate, because it would rather sharpen the problem for liti-
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gation into what constitutes the same act as distinguished

from connected acts; and, after all, there is no conventional

symbol of identity there. The thing is extensible.

Mr. Burns. Mr. Chairman, would not the social policy

which Mr. Wechsler is anxious to attain be reached if you pro-

vided that both for joinder of defendants and joinder of

charges the joinder would be limited to situations where the

offenses arose out of the same act or transaction, and then

gave to the trial judge unlimited power of consolidation for

purposes of trial wherever the acts or transactions were con-

nected?

Mr. Holtzoff. I, for one, believe that we should have

very liberal and broad rules on joinder of charges against the

same defendant.

Mr. Burns. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. I am a little bit fearful of broadening

the existing law as to joining defendants, because I do con-

ceive that that may be a source of injustice at times.

Mr. Wechsler. Take the existing law in the situation

where the Government charges a conspiracy against a large group

of defendants--the commonest type of charge. Now, very fre-

quently there may be a failure of proof of the conspiracy but

an abundance of proof that all the defendants charged committed

federal crimes in the course of a series of connected trans-

actions. It seems to me that there ought to be permissive

joinder in that situation: that failure of proof of conspiracy

ought not to require dismissal as to the defendant who was not

proved a conspirator where the proof does make out that he

Darw
fls committed a crime tied into the general pattern.

Maxn
11:15

am
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fls Mr. Burns. That result vould be reached by my suggestion.Maxsn

lam Mr. Wechsler. I do not think so, in the same aspect, Mr.

5 /19/42
Burns. There may have been 40 different stockholders, and the

Government, in a corporation, brings everybody in on a conspi-

• racy charge. I suppose the findings of conspiracies are made

by juries of particular individuals where it would be impossible

to convict them merely of the crime of maintaining a still; the

finding of conspiracy would not be made.

Mr. Burns. under my suggestion it would have an indict-

ment of the whole group, an indictment for the separate

offenses separately, and then on motion of the Government they

would be consolidated together for trial, and then the not

guilty verdict or the motion for a directed verdict which the

trial justice would have to allow as to the conspiracy indict-

ment, would not prevent the jury's passing on all the subse-

quent offenses even though they are all joined solely on the

use of a still.

Mr. Wechsler. Well, then, it seems to me there is virtue

in this suggestion. The Government in the first instance would

charge all together, and it seems to me the burden ought to fall

on the defendants.

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, where 40 defendants are charged with

criminal conspiracy and the evidence does not show conspiracy,

and all the 40 defendants ran the still, I think it would be

gross injustice to allow the verdict to stand because the

evidence may vary, and the jury, having the whole gang of forty,

might convict them all, whereas, if they had been separately

tried some of them might have been acquitted.

Mr. Wechsler. If you put a case where there is failure
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of conspiracy of all 40, proof as to 35--

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, then, the other five I think ought to

be dismissed.

Mr. Wechsler. Why?

Mr. Holtzoff. Because they are prejudiced in the eyes of

the jury.

Mr. McLellan. Well, can those five who had nothing to do

with the conspiracy and who are not themselves closely connected

together, one runs one still and one another,--ought not have to

go through a long trial?

Mr. Burns. I think we ought not lose sight of the fact

that frequently prosecutors put in a charge to include counts

of conspiracy because the judge cannot pass on it until the

evidence is in connecting up the various elements.

Mr. McLellan. Why should we say a defendant who is not a

conspirator should have to be subject to all the confusion in

the minds of the jury that arises out of a rule of evidence as

to the admissibility of statements by one conspirator to bind

the others?

Mr. Medalie. Judge, I think there is a misconception

about that that is prevalent'.

A person charged alone with a subsequent offense may have

offered against him evidence of the acts or declarations in

furtherance of the objective of a comnmission of an offense by

the persons who are not named as defendants.

I will give you a simple example of it--

Mr. McLellan. If they are charged to be conspirators.

Mr. Medalie. Even if they are not. If A is charged with

robbery, and that alone is charged, evidence that B and D
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aided him in that robbery may be offered, and, other acts in

furtherance may be offered against him.

Mr. Burns. If you prove agency.

Mr. Medalie. Well, you prove it by common action. In

fact, the declaration itself in furtherance of that objective

itself establishes the connection.

Nov, that rule of evidence--

Mr. McLellan. Is evidence of the connection?

Mr. Medalie. Yes.

Nov, that rule is applicable even when a conspiracy is not

charged and even when the co-conspirators are not named as

defendants in the subsequent offense.

Mr. Wechsler. So long as the conspiracy is in fact charged.

Mr. Youngquist. No

I tried one man on rson and charged con-

spiracy existed between I introduced evidence

of acts and declarationE persons who were not

named in the complaint a s received, of course,

under the well-establisht

Mr. Burns. What yot 'fect is that there is

a conspiracy that has not

Mr. Youngquist. Tha'

Mr. Medalie. And thE .- ±s, when you commit a crime,

every agency connected with the commission of that crime is the

subject of proof.

Mr. Burns. But frequently where the conspiracy has been

charged the trial judge would admit testimony where there has

been no attempt to connect up the action of the defendant.

Mr. Medalie. You need not deal with conspiracy. You take
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the ordinary mail fraud case where there is no conspiracy count.

The case is complicated. The judge does not know the connection.

That is all there is to that. And he does not know what

may develop. And he says, "1 cannot at this stage of the case

tell whether or not this will be connected. I can tell later

after all the evidence is in and then I can give you a ruling

as to whether or not there has been a connection."

In the meantime he sass, "I must take it step by step."

Mr. Burns. you are talking about the southern District of

New York.

Mr. Medalie. That is universal. You take any complicated

case, a case where there is elaborate conduct out of which you

conclude that there has been concerted action by people who

commit an offense; you cannot conclude that until the evidence

2 is in, so when the first piece of evidence comes in there is no

connection. Later a connection develops.

Now, these remarks are made by judges frequently in connec-

tion with a conspiracy count, but they can be made just as well

in connection with a subsequent offense where there is no con-

spiracy charge.

Now, there was a famous case tried in New York in the

summer of 1938, not a federal case, where a famous politician

was on trial, and in the first trial of that case the court said,

"I cannot take that evidence. you have not established connec-

tion." And that happened from time to time.

Well, those of us who had had a wider experience in these

more complicated federal cases knew the ruling was wrong, be-

cause the district attorney could not prove the connection

completely in the first instance, by the first item of that
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evidence; he had to go ahead and complete that.

You know the case I refer to.

Now, that is a common experience, and competent lawyers

coming in to try a criminal case object to the evidence on the

ground the connection has not been proved. The judge says, "I

have to wait to establish the connection."

Mr. Burns. Oh, it seems to me it would require a showing

by the district attorney as to what way he expects to make the

showing, because a lot of the testimony is admitted when it

does not turn out to be connected.

Mr. Medalie. well, the way the district attorney can make

the connection is by a reasonably frank opening to the jury.

He says, "I intend to show certain acts," and he has done enough.

He cannot do it all by putting all the evidence in at once.

Mr. McLellan. Well, Mr. Chairman, I understand the question

to be under Rule 9 (a), whether you are going to permit the

defendants to be charged together.

I move that not be adopted.

Mr. Burke. I second it.

Mr. Chairman, may I ask Mr. Holtzoff to repeat again the

reasons he assigned as a practical matter?

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, I took the suppositious case that Mr.

Wechsler had in mind. Suppose 40 defendants are indicted

jointly on a charge of conspiring to violate the liquor law.

Now, conspiracy is established against 35 of the 4o. It

is shown that each'of the other five ran a still independently

of each other and independently of the conspiracy.

Now, I think it would be highly prejudicial to join the

other 5 defendants and to permit them to be convicted on the
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same trial of the offense of running an illegal still, even

though the conspiracy has not been established, because the

entire atmosphere of the trial, the evidence of the conspiracy,

will naturally be damaging so far as they are concerned in the

eyes of the jury, and, unfairly so.

Mr. Burke. Well, that impressed me, Mr. Holtzoff, and

perhaps the case of still operators may be a far-fetched one.

There are many other cases of even more serious import in which

the rights of a man might be more seriously jeopardized.

Mr. Robinson. I would like to make a comment on that

motion. If you adopt this motion of course you are reversing

the action taken by the Advisory Committee at the first meeting.

At that time you remember we considered this Washington

case, State v. Blakely, 70 Pacific (2d) 99, decided in 1937.

you recall in that case there was an indictment for man-

slaughter in which the defendant A had left a bus parked il-

legally on the highway.

Defendant B, driving while drunk, collided with the rear

end of the bus, killing the deceased.

The question was whether A and B could be joined in the

same indictment.

It seemed to me in discussing the case with the Committee

that the conclusion of the Washington court that they could not

be joined was not right.

In other words, I was agreeing with the position I under-

stand that Judge McLellan is taking now, but the Committee

seemed to be very strongly of the opinion that in such cases it

should be possible to join defendants.

I believe some of the grounds stated were that here you
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have a transaction that involves substantially the same facts,

if you try these men separately you have to have the same group

of witnesses come at separate times and testify to substantially

the same situation; and besides it was suggested that both of

them were concerned in the death and therefore that the case

should all be tried together by joining these two defendants.

I just suggest, if the reasons that appealed to you then

appeal to you now, you are against the motion.

Mr. Holtzoff. Maybe it is a sober second thought.

Mr. Robinson. That is right.

Mr. McLellan. Well, doesn't Rule 9 (a) go far beyond the

Washington case?

Mr. Robinson. In what way, Judge?

Mr. McLellan. "* * or if the offense arose out of the

same act or transaction or out of two or more acts or trans-

actions connected together".

Mr. Robinson. I don't believe so, Judge. Since that

time you have left this 9 (a) in substantially this form, and

the three meetings of the style Committee also have gone

through it and left it this way; and therefore I think we ought

3 to proceed with caution now.

And I believe it was the view of members of the Committee

that the clauses which you read would be necessary to cover the

Washington case.

Mr. Longsdorf. Mr. Chairman, may I prompt our reporter.

After a good deal of research work had been done on this point

didn't we arrive at the conclusion that this states substan-

tially the existing law under section 557 as propounded by the

courts? Is this not substantially a carrying forward of 557
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into the rule?

Mr. Robinson. I would like to get the record correct on

that. 557 applies to Rule 9 (b). It applies to joinder of

charges.

Mr. Longsdorf. I know.

Mr. Robinson. Of course there are federal statutes in re-

gard to joinders and the punishment of accessories, but it is

mainly case law that 9 (a) is built on.

Mr. Wechsler. 9 (a) goes beyond any existing case law.

Mr. Robinson. I am not certain of that.

The Chairman. Is the point where it goes beyond the case

law that clause where it starts at line 5?

Mr. Wechsler. I don't know of any case law that sustains

the preceding clause unless the case in question also falls

under the first clause, namely, joint participation.

Mr. Robinson. What about the Washington case?

Mr. Wechsler. I don't believe under federal practice

joinder would be permitted in that Washington case.

Mr. Dean. I believe that is right. It is not now possible.

Mr. Wechsler. Right.

Mr. Dean. That is my understanding of it.

The Chairman. May we have a vote on the policy of the

thing?

Mr. Seasongoodo May I just mention here, I notice in the

Ohio Code there are certain actions that may be joined, 113o6,

and it says, "The causes or actions united must not require

different places of trial and except as otherwise provided must

affect all the partiles of the action."

Then -when you come to consolidated actions in 1.1369, it is
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only if the actions have been joined.

So I don't see why you want to bring in consolidatiton of

different indictments and proceedings.

Mr. Wechsler. But this consolidation is only permissible

if the defendants have been 
joined under the indictment, under

the first part of 9 (a), so in that respect it follows the

practice you just stated.

Mr. Robinson. Of course that first clause of 9 (a) is so

obvious you really don't need to state it.

Mr. seasongood. It says, if the offense grew out of the

same transaction.

Mr. Wechsler. What is the basic joinder provision then,

the one you just read?

Mr. Seasongood. This says for joinder you must not re-

quire different places of trial and it must affect all the

parties to the action.

Mr. Wechsler. In that respect this is a broader provision

than the one you read.

Mr. Seasongood. Well, if your cLvil actions only allow

joinder in that limited class of cases, it does not seem to me

that federal joinder should be broader.

Mr. Wechsler. But that is one of the narrovest in the

country.

Mr. Medalie. In the type of civil litigation which has

taken up considerable time in the courts, we have just that

situation, derivative stockholders' actions, the directors, some

of them liable on one item of waste, misappropriatLon, and 
so

o hIabl on other items. Some liable jointly, some-

on; others i 1abl t e B

ti-mes liable tog-ether. But they are all put together in one
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action. That is a common thing going on all the time.

Mr. Wechsler. I do believe there is a provision in what

Mr. Seasongood read that should be in here, namely, that dif-

ferent places of trial are not required.

Mr. Burke. What was that, again?

Mr. Wechsler. In the code from which Mr. Seasongood read

the joinder provision requires--the joinder provision does not

apply if different places of trial are required.

And that should be in here.

Mr. Robinson. It seems to me the federal judge could be

trusted to sever wherever required, or, consolidate.

Remember we have paragraph (c) which provides that the

court may order separate trials of defendants charged--

Mr. McLellan. But that does not confer any right on the

defendant dragged in. He is submitted to the discretion of the

judge.

Mr. Youngquist. Is that thought answered by the fact

that an indictment must be tried in the district where it is

found, and that indictment may not be found in a district unless

the offense has been committed within its limits?

Mr. Wechsler. yes.

The Chairman. To bring it to a head I suggest we have a

vote on the first sentence of 9 (a).

All those in favor of the first sentence of 9 (a) say

"IAye." Opposed, "No."

Show your hands, please.

Mr. Burns. If I may make a statement, the first sentence

of 9 (a) says: "Two or more defendants may be joined in an

indictment or information if they are alleged to have partici-
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pated jointly in the same offense.

Mr. Wechsler. That is the first clause, but this brings

in the whole business.

The Chairman. Maybe we had better vote again.

All those in favor of the sentence from line 2 to line 6

say "Aye," Opposed, "No."

Show hands for noes? One, two--six.

The motion is carried.

Mr. Waite. That does not necessarily prove anything be-

cause I don't know how to vote, and I am not voting either way.

I am just completely stumped on the thing.

Mr. McLellan. This is revolutionary.

Mr. seasongood. How do you know it is carried?

The Chairman. The ayes made an awful lot of noise.

Show hands from the ayes.

From the noes.

Seven to five.

Mr. Longsdorf. I wonder, Mr. Chairman, if the objections

might be obviated by the suggestion that you yourself previously

made, eliminating the phrase occurring in lines 5 and 6, "or

out of two or more acts or transactions connected together."

Mr. Holtzoff. I would vote aye if that were out.

The Chairman. It seems to me that takes care of nine-

tenths of your difficulties because if you get the rare case

5 where common offenses arise out of the same transaction, the

protection of severance is enough to tide you over.

Mr. McLellan. I think that reaches a good deal, but that

last thing about two or more acts connected together--my, I

tell you--
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Mr. Robinson. Would it not be well to strike out in that

line above too, "the same act"?

Mr. youngquist. No. That covers a much narrower field.

Where you have a similar act, although they may not be com-

bined together under the first clause, you have a quite dif-

ferent situation from that which arises when there are two or

more acts or transactions in which they may have participated.

It narrows it a great deal.

I have been a little doubtful right along about including

two or more acts or transactions although I have supported it.

The Chairman. If we leave that out we are right back to

the civil paragraph.

Mr. youngquist. Well, I move that the phrase, t"or out of

two or more acts or transactions connected together", appearing

in lines 5 and 6, be stricken.

Mr. Holtzoff. I second that motion.

Mr. Robinson. I thought the main objection was to the

word "acts",and leaving in ,,transactions".

Mr. McLellan. Oh, that is a relief to me.

Mr. Robinson. you want the whole clause?

Mr. youngquist. Yes.

The Chairman. All those in favor of this deletion in

lines 5 and 6, say "Aye."

Unanimously carried.

The motion is to strike out of lines 5 and 6 the words,

"or two or more acts or transactions connected together".

Mr. youngquist. I moved that it be stricken.

Mr. Medalie. I dissented.

The Chairman. Do you want to vote?
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Mr. Holtzoff. In line 4, Mr. Chairman, the word "offense"

should be "offenses", I think.

The Chairman. What?

Mr. Holtzoff. In line 4, the second time the word "of-

fense" occurs, that ought to be "offenses".

"* * if the offenses arose out of the same act".

Mr. Robinson. Are you sure about that?

Mr. Holtzoff. I am. It does not make sense to say "the

offense".

Mr. Robinson. I think it does. In this Washington case

it does.

Mr. Holtzoff. The same act but two offenses.

Mr. Robinson. No, the same offense.

Mr. Holtzoff. Then you do not need that clause.

Mr. Longsdorf. There were two offenses against the vehicle

law but only one against the deceased.

The Chairman. We now come to the second sentence in 9 (a).

Mr. Wechsler. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt you?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Wechsler. In view of the last clause of the first sen-

tence of (a), I wondered if it might be presumptuous to say that

we might save part of that without controversy by formulating

something that would be designed to produce this result:

That if substantially the same facts are alleged against

each defendant, that then there should be a joint--that is to

say, I would like to get the case where substantially the same

evidence will be involved but where you may not have the same

act or transaction within the indeterminate meaning of "act or

transaction" in the second clause.
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It may be the vote will decide that too. I don't mean to

press it if it would.

Mr. Youngquist. Can you give us an example?

Mr. Wechsler. Well, take the case that has been talked

about, that automobile accident case, it is substantially the

same evidence, isn't it? It is all part of one picture. And I

don't know whether it is the same act or transaction with respect

to liability as the same act or transaction could be construed

by a court, but I do know for purposes of proof that constitutes

a single story and we also know there would be no unfairness to

either defendant in allowing joinder in that case.

Mr. Youngquist. I suppose the situation would be so rare

that it would be no hardship on the Government to prosecute them

separately.

Mr. Dean. I think it is covered by this, "the same act or

transaction".

Mr. Wechsler. Possibly so.

Mr. Waite. I would not think it was covered by that lan-

guage. I don't know whether it ought to be or not, but I do not

think it is.

The Chairman. May I have the question on the second sen-

tence of 9 (a)? With this change, are we all agreeable to it

as it is?

Mr. McLellan. Bear in mind the word "transaction" is a

word of doubt.

Mr. Seasongood. It hardly would be as to defendants, would

it? It refers to two defendants who are joined.

The Chairman. Or where the offenses arose out of the same

act or transaction.
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Mr. Burns. I would like to make a motion on the last

sentence, to change the language from "the court may consoli-

date" so as to read "the court may order such indictments or

informations 
tried together."

Mr. McLellan. I second that motion.

Mr. youngquist. That will hardly do, because we are speak-

ing of a single indictment-- such indictments or informations?

what does that relate to?

6 Mr. Burns. If such defendants are charged separately

the court may order.

Mr. Youngquist. Oh, I see.

The Chairman. Any discussion? If not, those in favor say

"Aye." opposed?

Carried.

Mr. Robinson. As a matter of expression, Judge Burns, may

I ask why you say that?

Mr. Burns. Well, again I am a little gun-shy of the word

itconsolidated". r.

The Chairman. All right. We come now to (b).

Mr. Waite. The same change, I think, Mr. Chairman, ought

to be made in line 12 that we just made in line 6.

Mr. youngquist. Before we come to that, ought we not

strike out lines 9 and 10, "or out of two or more acts or

transactions connected together"?

Mr. Burns. I don't think so, because the same objection

is not apparent.

This is where two or more charges are against the same

person.

Mr. youngquist. I see.
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The Chairman. That I think is safe.

Mr. youngquist. I misapprehended the meaning of it.

The Chairman. All those in favor of Mr. Waite's motion

to make the sentence in line 12 conform to line 6, say "Aye."

Opposed, "'No."

Carried.

(c) is the next.

Mr. Robinson. We have some changes on that. I think Mr.

Holtzoff and Mr. Youngquist agreed on this.

starting with (c), lseparate Trials of Defendants on

Charges. Whenever justice requires it, the court may order

separate trials of one or more defendants jointly charged and

may order separate trials of one or more counts of an indict-

ment or information."

"or of a consolidated proceeding," since we dropped the

word, that should go out.

Mr. Waite. you don't like the idea of separating a

defendant?

Mr. Robinson. That was yours--

The Chairman. Will you repeat that sentence so we may all

get it?

Mr. Robinson. ,,Whenever justice requires it"--

The Chairman. you do not need the "it".

Mr. Robinson. --_"the court may order separate trials of

defendants" or "of defendants jointly charged"--

Mr. youngquist. Or "one or more defendants jointly charged",

so we may group them.

Mr. Robinson. Well, that is what professor Waite vas

objecting to.
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Mr. Waite. No, I was just objecting to separating the

defendant. I think it is hard on them.

Mr. Robinson. That is it. It is a separate trial of one

defendant, and it is hard on them.

Mr. Youngquist. "* * may order separate trials of one

or more of the defendants".

Mr. Robinson. "* * may order separate trials for one or

more defendants jointly charged and may order separate trials

of one or more counts of an indictment or information."

The Chairman. Is that an acceptable change?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes, ! think that is all right.

The Chairman. Any questions?

Mr. Seasongood. You see, there are two. You may join

them, in (a), if the offense arose out of the same act or

transaction. Then, if you join them, can you separate those

two? Don't you have to put that in too?

The Chairman. Well, they would be jointly indicted, so

you would separate the joint indictment for the purpose of

trial.

Mr. Wechsler. I think the word "jointly" is bad there.

Mr. Robinson. "Charged together", would you say?

Mr. Wechsler. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. "Charged together" instead of "jointly

charged". All right, "charged together".

The Chairman. We will get the motion read again. It is

(c) you are revising. Will you read it again?

Mr. Robinson. "Whenever justice requires, the court may

order separate trials for one or more defendants charged to-

gether, and may order separate trials of one or more counts of
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an indictment or information."

The same thing--"and may order separate trials"--no--

Mr. Holtzoff. That's right.

Mr. Robinson. How could you have separate trials on one

indictment?

Mr. Holtzoff. You separate counts.

Mr. Robinson. Counts; that is right.

The Chairman. Any remarks?

All those in favor of the motion say "Aye." Opposed, "No."

Carried.

That moves us to Rule 10.

Mr. Robinson. It should apply to information as well as

indictment.

After ,,indictment" in line 3, insert "or information".

Mr. Longsdorf. I suppose you can dismiss it only when

more than one defendant is charged.

Mr. Robinson. I suppose.

Mr. Longsdorf. Somebody might contend for that.

The Chairman. I think you should have "if" in line 2

instead of "as", to make it conform in line 2.

Mr. Robinson. Well, another suggestion has been made,

that the court shall;strike out"as justice requires".

7 Mr. Dean. "Whenever" is what you used before.

The Chairman. "Whenever." Is that what you had?

Mr. Youngquist. yes.

The Chairman. Well, that should conform.

Any other suggestions on 10?

If not, we will go on to 11 (a).

Mr. Robinson. 11, I suppose, will need to be considered
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with the rule on warrants or summons, Rule 4, which we con-

sidered in connection with the magistrate.

The instructions of the Committee were to provide that 11

be consolidated--that 11 incorporate by reference, bo far as

possible, provisions for warrant or summons as contained in

Rule 4.

you recall Rule 4 applies to warrant or summons issued by

the committing magistrate.

This provides for warrant or summons following indictment

or information.

Of course the provisions for the two are largely the same.

So I take it, since you have referred to the subcommittee

Rule 4 for reconsideration, the same would apply to Rule 11

after whatever discussion you make here.

Mr. Waite. You remember also, Mr. Robinson, we changed

Rule 4 that it should not command the marshal--

Mr. Robinson. Miss Peterson has it as revised by your

subcommittee this morning.

Mr. Holtzoff. It is a little different from the other.

A bench warrant is always served by the marshal, so it is

not improper to provide that the marshal--

Mr. Waite. You mean that only the marshal can arrest

under this--

Mr. Holtzoff. That is the usual practice. It is issued

to the marshal. It is never issued to an investigating officer.

Mr. Waite. Suppose the marshal does not find the man but

some other officer can find him?

Mr. Holtzoff. Another officer can make an arrest on prob-

able cause for arrest, but ordinarily bench warrants run to
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marshals.

Mr. Waite. Well, as a matter of fact you have it provided

in Rule 11 that it need not be served by the marshal, because

under (c) it says, "The warrant shall be executed and the

summons shall be served as provided in Rule 4", and Rule 4

provided that the warrant be executed by the United States

marshal or some other officer authorized by law.

Mr. Youngquist. I think that came, Mr. Waite, from the

use of similar language in 4 without noticing the different

situations.

Mr. Holtzoff. I know that invariable practice is to issue

a bench warrant to the marshal and not to the investigating

officer.

Mr. Waite. At any rate, either (b)(1) or (c) in 11 should

be changed. They are inconsistent as they stand.

Mr. Youngquist. May I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that we now

consider Rule 4 which deals with the same subject, and then we

can conform Rule 11.

The Chairman. The proposition is really no problem situa-

tion because the marshal may deputize anybody.

Mr. Holtzoff. surely.

The Chairman. All right. We will go back to Rule 4, which

has just been distributed.

Mr. McLellan. By the way, in view of the fact that we have

eliminated the petty offense, I think we should strike out the

provision that in cases triable by the magistrate he may issue

a surimons--that occurs in lire 7, all of line 7, and tlhe first

balf of line 8.

Mr. Robinson. Do we have to ignore the fact that the
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magistrate does have that power?

Mr. McLellan. Well, he does if he has had it specially

conferred upon him.

Mr. youngquist. We are rot dealing at el8. with these

rules with cases triable b-\ the magistrate.

Mr. Robinson. If he has not had the power conferred upon

him, line 7 would not apply; it would be one who has power to

try.

Mr. youngquist. That should properJy appear in the petty

offense rules, and not here.

Mr. McLellanr. Fave you moved that that be stricken out?

If you do, I second it.

Mr. Youngquiý5t, yes.

Mr. Burke. Are the petty offense rules the only ones that

apply to trials by commissioners?

Mr. Robinson. I think nobody knovs. The law is so

chaotic that no one Iknos.

The Department of the Interior has created one for most

of the national parks, and there is something with regard3 to

navigation offenses.

Mr. Longsdorf. That is not before a commissioner, that is

bef'ore a court.

Mr. Robinson. What about the law in Alaska?

Mr. Burke. But do those rules which are called the petty

offense rules cover all procedures before united states coranis-

sioners in all instapnces where they have trial jurisdiction?

Mr. Holtzoff. No; those rules are specifically related

to triaa jurisdiction of the cormissioner conferred by the Act

of 1940, namely, the jurisdiction to try petty offenses.
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Mr. Burke. If that is the situation, should we strike

this?

Mr. Robinson. I think not.

Mr. youngquist. I thought we decided yesterday that the

phrase "commnitting magistrtel" related only to preliminary pro-

ceedings leading to the indictment or information.

Mr. Burke. I don't know that we concluded that. I think

we used that as part of our rationale for abandoning the petty

offense rules, but we do have this area of offenses over which

corir0ssioners have trial jurisdiction as to which they may need

help, I don 1 t know, but which are rot covered by the petty

offense rules.

8 Mr. Youngquist. Wouldn't we be in this situation:

First, we vould be confronted with the necessity of setting

up a whole set of rules for trials by conmriissioners not covered

by the rules already adopted by the Supreme Court; then,

second, the comtissioners would be operating under two sets of

rules, some applicable to those covered by the 1940 statute,

and these cases covered by the rules that we propose?

Mr. Burke. I think we might.

Mr. Youngquist. I think it would be an impossible situa-

tion.

Mr. Burke. But this is in the interests of criminal

prosecution. I wonder if the Supreme Court considered these

other situations where the commtissioners acted as trial judges.

Mr. Holtzoff. I dont know that they did, but I would

like to supplement the answer I gave to that question long ago.

The rules relate only to trials before commissioners

under the 1940 Act, but it seems to me that the 1940 Act really
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supersedes the prior acts conferri ng jurisdiction on national

parks.

There are specific statutes on national parks, then along

comes the general statute authorizing the commissioners to try

petty offenses comnitted on any reservation, so I believe the

1940 Act covers any--

Mr. Robinson. Just a minute on that. Isn't it true that

since that act was passed there have been other national park

acts passed?

Mr. Holtzoff. yes, but that is really surplusage because

the 1940 Act would apply as it was, and it is unnecessary

draftsmanship. Nobody amended the bill as it went through.

Mr. Youngquist. Are there any offenses tried by commis-

sioners other than those committed on federal reservations?

Mr. Holtzoff. No, except of course Alaska. In the

continental United States, so far as I know, there is no trial

jurisdiction vested in cominissioners,--except 
petty offenses

on federal reservations.

Mr. youngquisto Then that seems to ansver the question

whether there are any offenses triable by commissioners that are

not covered by the rules promulgated by the Court, and, that

answer would be in the negative.

Mr. Dean. I wish I could be satisfied on that point.

If that is the answer, it clears up the situation. If that is

not the answer, it is a very unfortunate situation, it seems

to me, to have your petty offense rules covering part of the

trials, and not the other.

Mr. Holtzoff. What is it you have in mind?

Mr. Dean. I just dontt know. I think the committee might
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be furrished with something on this trial, business.

Mr. Longsdorf. In the research work I made as careful a

search of the statutes as I knew how to make to see whether

there was any trial jurisdiction in commissioners except those

cases characterized by the fact that the offense was committed

on federal reservations, and therefore covered by the 1940 Act,

and I could find nothing.

Mr. Robinson. That may be sufficient.

Mr. McLellan. The point of the question is whether we

should strike out that sentence or let the whole thing go in.

The Chairman. That is right.

Mr. Robinson. We have no jurisdiction in regard to com-

missioners in the proceedings before them, at least in their

dealings with petty offenses. Shouldn't we have a general

clause on that, because otherwise our first two or three rules

the commissioners might think apply to them?

Mr. Youngquist. I thought we were going to put in a rule

on trials by commissioners of petty offense cases. Won't that

clarify the situation?

Mr. Longsdorf. I understood that was to be done.

The Chairman. All right, now. Have we a motion?

Mr. McLellan. Well, Mr. Younigquist made one and I

seconded it.

The Chairman. The motion is to strike line 7 and the

first half of line 8.

Those in favor of the motion say "Aye." Opposed, "No."

Carried.

Mr. McLel)a-. Now, I move the adoption of Rule 4 (a).

Mr. Holtzoff. I second the motion.
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The Chairman. All those in favor of the motion say "Aye."

opposed, "No."

Carried.

We now come to 4 (b).

Mr. McLellan. I move the adoption of 4 (b)(1).

Mr. HoltzOff. I second the motion.

The Chairman. Those in favor say "Aye." Opposed, "No."

Carried.

Mr. HoltzOff. In (b)(2) do we need the second clause be-

ginning on line 21?

Mr. Youngquist. I think the purpose of that clause is to

let the magistrate know whether the defendant is likely to

come or not. If he does not sign the recognizance he may

choose to issue a warrant for his arrest.

Mr. McLellan. I move the adoption of Rule 4 (b)(2).

Mr. Holtzoff. I second the motion.

9 The Chairman. I might suggest, it might be better to

break it into two sentences.

Mr. Youngquist. Al] right. Strike out the word "and".

The Chairman. All those in favor say "Aye." Opposed,

"No •

Unanimously carried, and we move on now to (c).

Do I hear a motion on (c)(1)?

Mr. Youngquist. I think the word "a" should be inserted

between the words "serve" and "summons" in line 27.

I make that motion.

Mr. Holtzoff. I second the motion.

The Chairman. Those in favor say "Aye." Opposed, "No."

Carried.
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(c)(2).

Mr. McLellan. I move the adoption of (c)(2).

Mr. HoltzOff. I second the motion.

Mr. Medalie. This just occurs to me. Why do we say

"except a subpoena" in line 30?

Mr. Holtzoff. A subpoena runs throughout the United

States.

Mr. Medalie. Why do we say "except" it?

According to this, someone just reading this might think

you could not serve a subpoena within a hundred miles of the

commissioner's office.

Mr. Holtzoff. This says, "any other process except a

subpoena"
1 , because if you did not except a subpoena this might

be taken as a limitation on subpoenas. You have another pro-

vision in the subpoena rule that they may be served anywhere in

the United states.

Mr. Waite. In view of the fact that this is headed

"Warrant or Summons" why do we need the phrase "or any other

process"?

I think it ought to be stricken out.

Mr. Youngquist. Is a subpoena a process? That is a doubt

that occurs to me.

Mr. Holtzoff. Is a search warrant a process? That is the

only other thing I can think of.

Mr. Youngquist. I doubt it.

Mr. Holtzoff. I doubt it too.

Mr. Waite. Inasmuch as this purports to deal only with

warrant or summons, I move that in line 30 the words "or any

other process except a subpoena" be stricken.
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Mr. Longsdorf. I second that.

Mr. Holtzoff. Then you want to insert that in line 29,

don't you, varrant or summons?

Mr. Waite. Yes.

cinci o
fls
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All those in favor of these amendments say

fis The Chairman.

Darrow S e "5 It is carried.

12 Noon "Aye." O-PO

s eanthing elso on this section?
dadn' t we stricken out "by a usual mode of travel"?

Slrt. HoltzOff. yes.

Mr. Dean. Did we determine the standard for that?

r ltzoff. The civil rules do not have any standard,

and that has not been a source of trouble, so far as I know.

0r turrnab le" and Put -n

Mr. Robinrson. WeTe struck out reur

"issued" yesterday, in uino 35.

1.r. Dean. Yes.

The Chairman. All those in favor of striking out "by a

usual mode of travel" and substituting "issued" for "returnable

sy Aye" Oposed "To." The motion is carried.

Are there any further suggestLions?

If not, all those n favor of (c) (2) as amended say "ye.

Opposed, " The.,The moto1n is carried.

We now come to (c) (3).

4r. Robinson. There ,again,, r. Youngquist, you have made

a change in line 36, strkin "practicable after "arres and,,a[, naret Ian

inserting "as soon as ma7 be." Do you want it this way?

,ir. Youngquist. I must have been out when those thinS

occurred.

"As soon as may be"?

Mdr. Robiflnson. Yes.

1Mr. Youngquist. Do we need the words in line 40 "for his

arrest"? We have the word "arrest" two or three times in that

sentence .

Mr. HolltzOff. it would be for his arrest, I suppose.
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Mr. Youngquist. If at all, yes.

The Chairman. Why do~m need it?

M r. i-oltzoff. We do not need it at all.

Mr. Youngquist. Strike out "for his arrest."

,ir. Robinson. The officer is notifying the defendant of

the fact that a warrant has been issued for his arrest.

Mr. Medalie. You do not need "for his arrest."

Kr. McLellan. I move the adoption of (c) (3).

Mr. Youngquist. I second the motion.

Mr. Seasongood. I thought we had some question about "the

officer shall inform the defendant of the cause of the arrest."

Mr. Youngqulst. It is in there.

Mr. Seasongood. There was a good deal of a question

about whether he should be informed.

r. oltZoff. I think we agreed to adopt that.

Mr. Seasongood. Did we?

Mr. Holtzoff. I raised the question.

Mr. Dean. We agreed that that was particularly necessary

in the case where we had no warrant, but whether it applied to

the other was in question.

The Chairman. I think it should be changed to that.

Where he shows the warrant, there is no need of making a speech.

Mr. Seasongood. That was my recollection of what occurred.

The Chairman. Why can't that sentence in line 39 say,

"but where the officer does not exhibit the warrant at the time

of his arrest, he shall inform the defendant"?

Mr. Seasongood. "Where the officer does not have the

warrant in his possession at the time of the arrest, he shall."

The Chairman. That is better.



Mr. youngquist. May I call attention to the 
fact that this

rule relates only to warrant or summons. I am simply pointing

out for consideration whether or not that provision should come

in this rule or elsewhere.

Mr. Dession. If it comes in here, it probably would not

apply to arrest without a warrant. We are leaving that untouched.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is where the warrant is not in the

officer's possession.

Mr. Youngquist. Will you read that?

The Chairman. "Where the officer does not have the

warrant in his possession he shall inform the defendant."

Mr. Robinson. "When the officer."

The Chairman. Yes, that is better. All those in favor

of (3) as amended say"Aye." Opposed, "No." The motion is

carried.

We come now to (4).

Mr. McLellan. I move the adoption of Rule 4 (c) (4).

Mr. Holtzoff. I second the motion.

The Chairman. All those in favor say "Aye." Opposed,

"No." The motion is carried.

Now, what will we do with Rule 11, in the light of what we

have just done with Rule 4? Refer it back to the committee?

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think that is necessary.

The Chairman. Isn't it necessary?

Mr. Holtzoff. I think it is probably all right as it

stands.

I want to make a suggestion on Rule 11 (a). In line 5 1

think "or of any other officer of the United States" should go

out. That phrase is in Rule 4 because there we are dealing
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with commissioners. 
Here we are dealing with a bench warrant

upon indictment or information, and iýn that event the United

States Attorney should have'sole control and no other officer

should share it with him.

Mr. Medalie. That is right. You are now in the court

and you have a responsible representative 
of the Government.

TheChairman. Those words will be stricken.

Mr. McLellan. qht line is that, pes

The Chairman. Line 5.

Mr. Longsdorf. Mr. Chairman, before we pass 
line 4, if

the defendant 4s already in custody, of course no bench warrant

would need to be issued, and would not be issued. Do you want

to put something in to cover that?

TheChairman. Isn't it implied?

Mr. Longsdorf. Beginning on line 2, it reads:

"The clerk upon the filing of an indictment or

information shall forthwith issue a warrant as required

for each defendant charged therein."

Mr. Medalie. "And not apprehended.

Mr. Longsdorf. "And not in custody.

Mr. Dession. "As required" covers it.

Mr. Holtzoff I think the words "as required" cover that.

Mr. McLellan- I move the adoption of Rule 11 (a).

11r. HoltzOff. I second the motion.

Mr. Youngquist. May I ask a question about that? Weren't

we going to conform Rule 11 to Rule 4, or not?

The Chairman. I thought we were, but the suggestion was

made that it seemed to be implied.
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Mr. HoltZOff. We ought to strike out the requirement of

registered mail in line 11.

Mr. Youngquist. The mailing of the suimons should come

down to (c), because all the clerk does is deliver it to the

marshal or officer authorized to serve it. That is what we did

in Rule 4.

The Chairman. The motion is to take the last sentence of

Rule 11 (a) and drop to the end of (b) (2).

Mr. Youngquist. Nýot quite. To strike out, in lines 10

and 11, the words beginning with "or he may mail."

1,ir. Longsdorf. Before we pass on, let us add to that

motion a motion that the word "such," the fourth word in line 7,

be taken out, because it does not make sense.

Mr. Dean. It refers back to line 4.

The Chairman. Yes, it refers back to line 4.

Mr. Youngquist. "Direction of the court."

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes, but the direction before is to issue

a summons, and the direction here is to issue more than one

warrant or summons.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think you need "such" there.

Mr. Longsdorf. I do not think "such" does any good.

Mr. Youngquist. What is intended is "direction by the

court" --

Mr. Longsdorf. "Similar direction or request," or "like-

wise upon direction or request, he shall issue more than one

warrant."

The Chairman. What is your pleasure with Rule ii (a)?

Mr. McLellan. Are you sure it is desirable to strike out

,or he may mail the summons" andput it down below?
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Mr. Youngquist. The reason is that all that (a) relates

to is the duty of the clerk to deliver the warrant to the

marshal or the officer, and then in (c) we provide that the

marshal or the officer may either serve the summons--

Mr. McLellan. You do not want to give the clerk the power,

Instead of delivering the summons to the marshal, to mail it

himself?

Mr. Youngquist. That is right. Leave that up to the

officer whose job it is to either serve it in person or serve

it my mail.

We do not need the words "United States,' 
do we, in line 9?

Mr. Robinson.. NO.

Mr. Youngquist. Question.

The Chairman. All those in favor of the motion say "Aye."

Opposed, "No." The motion is carried.

NoW we come to 11 (b) (I).

Mr. Waite. On that I want to ask this. Suppose the

warrant is issued commanding the marshal to make the arrest and

the marshal hands it over to a deputy marshal, by whom the

arrest is made. Could there be any question of the validity of

the arrest being made by somebody other than the person command-

e Mr. Youngquist" Other than the marshal himself, you mean?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. McLellan. It is directed to the marshal or h~sdeputy.

Mr. Waite. It says here "shall command the marshal to

arrest." That is what I am worried about. Suppose the marshal

does not arrest. I thinf it would be a serious question of the

validity of the arrest under that warrant.
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11r. Youngquist. I hade always supposed that any act that

may be done by an officer may likewise be done, and with the

same effect, by his deputy, even though the warrant is directed

to the marshal.

Mr. Holtzoff. Actually there is no problem, because if

the defendant has been indicted, he can be taken into custody

with cr without a warrant. So even if a warrant is void or

served -n an illegal manner, the arrest is legal.

Mr. Waite. That unfortunately is not true, because there

is one definite case that I know of, and two others bearing on

it, where the arrest was made by virtue of a warrant, and it

was held t4at that was unlawful because of a defect in the

warrant; and the defense was then made that the warrant was not

necessary, that the arrest could have been made on a felony

charge. The court said, "Yo. Having made the arrest by virtue

of the warrant, you cannot now change your ground for arrest."

Mr. Holtzoff. Is that a Federal case?

Mr. WVaite. YTo; it was a state case.

Vr. Holtzoff. I do not believe any Federal court will

holdý that.

Mr. Waite. Well, you cannot tell. Have there been any

oases on It?

Mr. Youngqu__t. Pardon the Internrption, but your state-

ment brougfht my mind to the fact that in (a) we provide for the

Oeliverv of the summons to the marshal or other offIcer author-

ized by law to exe-ute t1, whereas "n (b) the only command is

the one given to "he marshal.

Mr. Holt.zoff. I think that probably was i:ncorporated

from Rule 4 (b) and should not be here.



Wr. .aite. T think we snould play safe and ma-e it rend

the same as in Rule 4. It was meant to read: "command that t..

,O-osnn sh~ l he ar rested." Then we are safe.

yr. youngquist. That s 2ood. Then we should So beck

the-e and stri•ke out fro" lines 9 and 10 the words "or other

off ocr autborized by law t, execute it."
ic!r. Waite. r, do not need to do that if we cbange (b) (i)

to conform tn Rule 4.

The Chairman. 00"1"d 11ne 1 repo, "command that the

defendant be Prrested"?

nr. Waite. Yes.

VIP ltZoff. T thJn! the rest of that line shon1id be

chanced. The warran.t, in fact, does not read that the defendant

be helW stlWect to t o ,rr"•'-p of the court. It shoyld be ch0nSed

to read, "and to bring bim before the court."

K.r. ILeHlD. "Be arnested and brought before the ncurl't."

The Chairmen, Ape ther, any furtler changes in (b) (1)?

&Pq "y " Q qhos UTnse s11"'T

if not, those in favor say "Ale. Those op-Osed Sa Fc.

The motioen Is corr em,

Nh (2).

Y", T,•,T , l. T e-vO the adoptio•l f (b) (2).

,,-. Wnnquist. ,e do not bave in (b) (2) the acknwledSm

Pent 0? se•rvi\ce Provisison that we Inv- in Rule 4.

INr. HoltZOff. DO YoU nee" Ut, because you have an incotg....

tion by Peference?

The Chairman. Tt carries it over.

MrI. Youngquist" Well, the s1ummAn5 shall he iy that form.

Rule 2 says that the surlmons shall be as provided in Rule 14.

Then we say; in Rule 4, It shall be accoompsnind by a form of
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anlnpQowledgment.

Mr. Holtzoff. Don't you think that is carried there by

npO@,(I- f df'-yj i r-•. .

Ir. yoomigqu•-t. iu is not necessary at all. i was just

looking for cunLsrency"

Tne• Onairnan. ll thos, in favor of itule ii (b) (2) say

"•ae." 0ppoascC, :,u U±'flC jol~ns car•ilid.

ii (u).

lr. a1,gOOd iThaL sUaeemns Lo be a dupiiVcation of (c) (4)

o0 jil. 'R.a

11r. Yoangquist. Yes.

sir. S~asongouu. Ruie ii (c) seems to oe a duplication of

our neiw Rule 1ý.h

Hi'. •obsOn~. Exec~ution of iV Isve is included in (e)

tU is n t m, erely the r "a'....s. 'he execatio! of

. -!fvC, a haL the 
he,.io: who ,C-,. tilo

s serv• it:rhalý make i etu-31 nta-l i io-aP-u .

jj'. ;iLeceian. i t the samfu a&- Rue 4?

fir. fiolUz.•-'f. it is a lot oi" xu±plusage"

jI±.. b- onul'ood. iL sees to be.

Ar. Robinson. The -irsU Lc.o lines ,ela~c to execut-oo

er. :a s. , i" o--h-r toe:-.s- snail make ý,oLuvl l,

tnLe -wal--it•il O•l s Oh fl "C U E e vi .

ile oni-, differrice is thaL in one case you say "make

retuivi prompti-' anu in Uhe oLher on- "pr1,•m,:it 'Go the

Ar•. Robinson. jn other-I wo 0S return" iS

excC~tution andU 5 ±CC.
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ivir. Sa oIg°°X" Yes.

i e. ean. it ,s -uhe fouzth subdiviWion of (c).

Il.r. Roblinson. Very q w~ii.

qr. hcLeiian. Dj J•io ca& vuIiauch--i ti~Lk .t iL

probably b ocle- -u aud a2c" bhC y ilt,.ds "h wasa nhal
w 'C h ci

oe execuZe) Lhe words r"and vetlffned_, and after the words

ýi o ",dsand •eund'
C1" •h•wou

1,ir. Youlgquis L.) w6 hav a a).oVLsi_' 1  re' 'iii'

The O ..haivihiai- cc d' it, 'be held Lo ca'•y back tu ohe

•ar32anL snall be executed and the sun-1 ulons sall be serv,;d and

re turned?

,hr. HorLZOnf. Why not say "the warranL shall be served

and ,etarned& as j.•o0lded, in Rule 41"? You do not need the t,4o

U clauses.

The Chairman. Do you speak of serving the warrant?

Mr. Seasongood. "The warrant and the summons shall be

served, executed, and returned."

The Chairman. That Is better.

Mr. Robinson. Dicd you say "warrant and summons" or

"warrant or summons"?

I1r. Seasonsood. "The warrant and summons shall be executed,

served, and returned-."

The Chairman. All those in favor sqy "Aye." Opposed,

" Io." The motlon fs carried.

We move on to Chapter IV, Rule 12.

'p. .easongoo-0. Service by mil is rather suimmarly. All

rou seem. to say T n Rule (3) is that it shall be served as a

summons or by mail. Yo1) are establishing a new method of

sumons, w,) i am verlu munh in favor of, but is it
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syjfJclently defineo as to how serviCe shell be Wmae? Dor,'t

you have to have some address to the residence?

nr. YounqlZis- Tho.e ve. the Questions that werM

rase yesteray- tne lasK Pnovn n~dress, for -nsista""e--but, th-r

action taken; if any act on wOs taken, •yT the committee wes

s9mAlM ; to -TI'Sd thnt it be serve6 by m•il, and the reasons

given were thst, It wold a1w- I sge P w•sr-afnt.

Mr. Seasonsoo°- But as lonZ an you are-provioins

service by malt, 1 on a -ht to make it in some nte.!1!1:iSble form,

i suppose; and n1so, If serrvine Im eo iplt when m.. .e. 
op

received9 is impor-t1ent"

Mr. Holtzoff. Th only purpor" of 9 s'~ninnns is an

accommodraton to the defendant--

Onr. Seas"ondo . Yes. buh. let us say you mail it to his

business address and he is not there.

Mr. HoltZoff. Then you a-r"rest him.

Tf you. .r 2~IY him someC benefit by
7,-. Reasno2oo . if y,)ou are -,ivzn"E ,~ oe e..ftb

mail, why shouldno't you Pve it to him?

Hir. Denn. 7qT ' N-, - o-onneival thnt he map be cited for-

nontemnt?

Mr. Holtzoff. 7o.

!", r. Dean. FIhj no,1?

Ur. hotzoc oYou wIi±lS as we!! saj WLat a person Z;

subject to c yoGCCK zif aeceives a qi ition

ini a civilvpoCii•-ocLiul ani& i e fa[&is K file an answer.

hr. Dean. -L i6 .oow. Vhe cou-'l and it is in the same

.ata..ry as a "subpoea Lo the wi\t-ss.

hr•. louzbquysb" it Was LL line 20 wheru it 6aid tc.iab L

,;-diard~i i all- • i oi•iwai-,i l, i t-o ap.eao.
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± ýr.HotZlL fu- ao~ noa &uiu24

afrsC himl.

The hlrih ail. Bu h C -u 
u

Lo do?

...L. IiIZf. I(.VC a \warrant.

Tne h~irn~n... .....nno send hiri to jail.

Der. Dssion. W 1) nob say anywnlr• that • j i not ani

enforceaole matter.
.... . G f ive

fir. Burke. If thel'u sho--d 
L 

f-v

defendani's and one did not set 'o one oC the defendanlo by mail,

vWould ,ou arrest ,ost, the one?

. Dean. As long as itb is a command by the court to

appoap, :Lt seems o mle it L •nforcea bv conte . if that

is the situatio., it seems to me wte ougnh to have in here mOre:

thian the mere maillaig of it.

hr. oltZoCf. if there is dangev Lhat he is gL;l to be

"•ted for contemiPt, you ought t~o porvide against it, eaueJitedfolýit:because 
i

thilk the serving of a suimflonls is an acco•miodation to nhe

lefecidaxt. .erha.ps you ought to provi'e that if a defendant

fails to appeap, a -,airanL may be Issued. if there is a danger

l•Lt by impliCatio.-. o not think there 1s---w ouguto provide

againstu it.

I do not think we ought to have a procedure whereby a

defendant shall be punished by contempt for failure to obey a

sufmmons. When ou get a ticet you do not get punishedU-for nu

showing up.

hr. Dession. It depends on -what the purpose 15. A

tumnrons has con-veniences for both piOsecution and defense. If

you ar-e pe rfetly -,r that a man will obey the surmons and he
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won 't run away, wihy bother to go through the rigmarole of an

aLrrest? That does not mean you do not want him there.

Mý1r. Dean. It is the nearest thing to a subpoefla that I

can think of.

Tr. easoangod. You say you are acconmmodating the defend-

ant. Then, accommodate him. You do not p iescribe how it shall

be sent. It should be sent to the last known place of residence.

MNr. Youngquist. I suggested yesterday the last known

address.

Mr. Seasongood. Otherwise the attorney will say, "'Yiere

shall I mail this? To his business address or to his home?"

Mr. Youngquist. I make two suggestions, Mr. Chairman:

One, that we add to line '43 in Rule 4, "or it may be served by

mailing to his last known address.

Would that cover what you have in mind?

Mr. Seasongood. Yes.

Mr. Youngquist. Strike out "by mail," and make it: "or it

may be served by mailing to his last known address."

Mr. Robinson. Of course, that does not necessarily mean

he gets any word about it.

Mr. Seasongood. There is a presumption, ordinarily, that

if you address a letter and pay the postage he receives it,

according to the cases. it is up to him to show that he has not

received it. That Cs the rule in ordinary communicatons.

7 Mr.Youngquist. My other suggestion is that in Rule 4,

line 20, in order to obviate the danger of contempt of court--

and I am not sure that there may be that danger--we change the

word "command" to "advise." That is a pretty soft word.

Mr. McLellan. Then you are going to have the summons read
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that way?

The Chairman. "Direct" is a little softer.

Mr. Youngquist. i think it is just as effective as

"command."

K, r. Meda. ie. There is no dignity to a summons if you are

just asking, "Do you care to come?

Mr. Dession. It seems to me the problem is what we are

trying to accomplish here, Mr. Chairman. The purpose of putting

in "summons" I think, is that it is not always necessary to

use arrest to bring a man in. When it is not necessary to have

him arrested, this is objectionable, but we would still want

him to come in.

Mr. Seasongood. Notify him that unless he appears he will

be arrested and brought in.

The Chairman. That may be the answer--an intimation that if

he does not answer, a man will come after him.

Mr. McLellan. I do not think you need an invitation to

invite him to skip out.

Mr. Seasongood. Why not say, 1command-ng him, under penalty

of arrest, to appear"?

Mr.-Holtzoff. If you say, "under penalty of arrest," some-

body might construe that that filure to appear requires punish-

ment.

Mr. Medalie. It is not a penalty; it is an alternative.

Mr. Dean. Judge McLellan, if you had the word "command"

in here, would you cite a man for contempt for failure to

appear?

Mr. McLellan. No. I would say, "This is all nonsense.

Go get your man.
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Mr. Dean. I think that is what would happen in practically

all the cases, too. You would issue a warrant.

Mr. Medalie. I think you would find some judicial officers

who would feel terribly affronted and wreak vengeance on a man

who ignored his summons and put him in jail for contempt.

Mr. Holtzoff. Why couldn't we cover this by a note indi-

cating that the purpose of summons is to save the defendant

from arrest; and if he fails to appear, then he would be subject

to having a warrant issued? That would make it clear that we

do not intend that contempt proceedings may be invoked. You do

not have to have it in the rules.

Mr. Dession. You would have an additional charge against

him if he was held in contempt.

Mr. Youngquist. Wouldn't it be taken care of by providing

at the end that if he failed to appear you would issue a warrant

for his arrest, to obviate the intention of a contempt arising?

Mr. Holtzoff. Why wouldn't a note take care of it?

Mr. Youngquist. I think it would.

Mr. Dession. The difference between us is what we want this

to achieve.

To bring that to a head, I will move that it is the sense

of the committee that the- s'mmons -11.all be enforceable by

contempt. I am not moving that we have that in the rule. I

want to find out what we intend.

Mr. Waite. I notice that the Institute Code provides:

"If the person summoned fails, without good cause, to appear as

commanded by the summons, he shall be considered in contempt of

court, and may be punished by a fine of not more than twenty

dollars."
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Mr. McLellan. Is that referring to witnesses?

Mr. Waite. No; this is referring to the kind of summons

as a substitute for arrest.

The Chairman. Is there any provision for service by mail?

Mr. Waite. There is no provision for service by mail.

Mr. Dession. I think there should be something with

reference to mail if it is to be a compulsory process. If it

is not to be, then it is all right.

Mr. Longsdorf. If you are going to make a contempt out

of that, which kind of contempt is it going to be when you get

to it? A criminal contempt, attended with punishment for a

contempt, in addition to what may be falling to the offense, or

will it be an enforcive contempt? We are going to get that

later, but it might be all right to consider it here.

Mr. Holtzoff. This could not be contempt, because it is

not committed in the presence of the court, under the Nye case.

Mr. Dean. There is another section that the Nye case did

not deal with.

The Chairman. The motion made by Mr. Dession is that the

sense of the committee be that the summons shall be an enforce-

able process.

Mr. Dean. I will second it.

The Chairman. All those in favor of the motion say "Aye."

Opposed, "No." The motion is lost.

Mr. Medalie. I move that the word "command" be substituted

by the words "call upon," so that instead of saying it shall

command the defendant, it shall call upon the defendant.

Mr. McLellan. So the summons will read, "X defendant shall

be called upon to do so and so"?
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Mr. Medalie. I realize the weakness of language.

8 Mr. McLellan. You command him to come, and then, by your

note, you provide that he is not in contempt, but the danger of

a warrant is there.

The Chairman. That will be the understanding.

Rule 12, Chapter IV.

I think Mr. Dean has some lingering doubt on that subject?

Mr. Dean. I do not think we take a sensible position when

we say, "We command you to appear," and then in the footnote

we say that, notwithstanding the statute which makes it punish-

able, we do not want this to be contempt. It seems to me that

is a foolish viewpoint for us to take.

I do not know whether the word 01notifyt which I regard as

a little bit of a weasel word, would cure the situation.

Mr. McLellan. I do not want to interrupt you. May I ask

you whether you would be satisfied to have in the summons, "You

are summoned to appear," instead of "commanded"t?

Mr. Medalie. I think that might do it.

The Chairman. Knowing how we alltreat traffic summonses,

these defendants will understand just what it means.

Mr. Seasongood. I do not want to be contentious, but when

you are summoned to appear, if you do not appear you are in

contempt.

The Chairman. You are in default.

Mr. Seasongood. If you are summoned to appear.

Mr. McLellan. That is a subpoena.

Mr. Dession. Isn't it the result of different rules in

different districts?

Mr. Seasongood. The subpoena says you are summoned under
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penalty of law.

Mr. Holtzoff. No. The subpoena has the word "command."

Mr. McLellan. Some read one way and some the other. If

he does not obey one, he is not in contempt. There is a lot

more to it.

The Chairman. You have heard the motion to change "command"

to "summon." All those in favor say "Aye." opposed, "No."

The motion is carried.

Mr. Dession. I vote "No" just on the ground that it is

ambiguous.

The Chairman. The motion is carried.

Now, we are on Rule 12.

Mr. Robinson. Mr. youngquist, you made suggestions here.

Mr. Youngquist. Read them.

Mr. Robinson. On line i, instead of "shall be entitled,"

insert the words "has the right." The defendant has the right

to be present at the arraignment.

In line 2, after "arraignment" insert a comma, and strike

out "and."

In line 3, just before "verdict,' insert "return of the."

After "verdict," insert a comma.

In line 6, may I ask the wish of the committee with regard

to using the term "capital casA- There is some feeling that we

should use "a case punishable by death" rather than "capital

case." I think we have done that in our indictment and informa-

tilon rule.

Therefore, to be consistent there, I would suggest that we

strike out, in line 6, "in other than capital cases, and

insert, "cases not punishable by death, insert a comma, and
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strike out "his," the next word, and insert "the defendant's.

In line 8, the third word, change "1continuation" to

itc ont inu ing -•11

Mr. Holtzoff. You would strike out the second word, "thde•

Mr. Robinson. Do You think so?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. If you do, you would have to strike out the

"of" also.

Mr. Holtzoff. "Continuing" is not a noun.

Mr. Robinson. Strike out the "the" and strike out "of."

In line 9, after "appear," strike out "and plead.

Following "counsel," insert "for all purposes."

At the end of that line, strike out "misdemeanor.

In line 10, after the first word, "Cases," insert "punish-

able by fine or by imprisonment for not more than a year, or

both."

Mr. Dean. Where does that go in?

Mr. Robinson. In line 10.

Strike out the rest of the line after "cases" and insert

"punishable by fine or by imprisonment for not more than a year.

Mr. Holtzoff. "For not more than one year.

Mr. Robinson. "For not more than one year." That is

right.

Then, at the beginning of line 11, insert "the court may,

with," and go on with the written consent.

At the end of line 11, strike out u

At the beginning of line 12, strike out "court may.

Mr. Seasongood. Couldn't you have that typewritten?

Mr. Robinson. I am almost through.
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In line 12 strike out "the" before "arraignment," and after

the word "have"' insert 'and."

in line 13 strike out the comma after "entered" and the

word "and", and substitute "or the trial to be conducted..

Insert "conducted" after "be, and strike out "commenced

and continued. 
V

Now, if you wish, I will read it the way it is;

9 "Rule 12. Presence of Defendant. The defendant has

the right to be present at the arraignment, at every stage

of the trial, including the impaneling of the jury and the

return of the verdict, 
and at the imposition of sentence.

The trial of a misdemeanor will be commenced and continued

in the absence of the defendant on the express consent of

the defendant or his counsel. In cases not punishable by

death the defendant's voluntary absence after the trial

has been comnmenced in his presence shall not prevent

continuing the trial to and including the return of the

verdict. A corporation may appear by counsel for all

purposes. In cases punishable by fine or by imprisonment

for not more than one year, or both, the court may, with

the written consent of the defendant that counsel shall

act for him, permit arraignment to be had and a plea of

not guilt! to be entered or the trial to be conducted in

the absence of the defendant."

Mr. Medaiie. There is one thing I would like to ask here.

You speak, in line 4, of a misdemeanor; and, beginning with

line 10, you speak of cases where the penalty does not exceed

mprisonment for one year. Don't ou mean the same in both cases?
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Mr. Robinson. I am not sure of that.

Mr. McLellan. A conspiracy is described as a misdemeanor

and is punishable by two years.

Mr. Medalie. Two years, yes. So is the offense of

embezzlingf funds of a national banking association. It is a

five-year- offense.

Mr. IIcLellan. Is it necessary?

Mr. Robinson. In other words, you think that the expres-

sion used in line 10 should also be used for"misdemeanor"in

line 4?

Kr. McLellan. Yes.

jir. Robinson. That can be done, yes, sir.

Mr. Longsdorf. I think, that word "misdemeanor" ought to

be restricted, in view of the divers meanings it has in the

statutes, or else we are running one thing into another.

1,1r. Medalie. Isn't the second sentence, line 4, surplusage?

M,1r. Youngquist. I thought the reason for putting that in

was V'ir. Dean's suggestion with respect to the anti-t-rust, cases,

which are called misdemeanor, but Lhe punishments in which may

exceed one year.

Mr. Dean. %o. They fall in the regular definition. They

may not exceed one year.

Mr. Medalie. Under the circumstances, can t t we strike the

second sentence? Isn't it covered by the last-sentence?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes. It is repetitious.

M'dr. YoungquisL. I think it is all covered by the last

sentence.

Mr. McLellan. I think you are dealing with something that

should be typewritten.
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Mr. Robinson. Very well. You will have it this after-

noon.

Mr. Longsdorf. Weren't there cases that decided that

voluntary absence in a misdemeanor case could be passed over,

and in those cases there was no attempt or intent to consent?

You are talking about written consent down here, and that is a

different type of case, with different situations and different

conditions.

Mr. Medalie. You mean you can stop a trial in the case of

a defendant who does not show up?

11r. Longsdorf. In a misdemeanor case.

!Ar. Medalie. You have that covered in the third sentence.

That covers everything but treason and murder.

Mr. Longsdorf. The last sentence relates only to where

written consent appears by counsel.

Mr. Medalie. Where the penalty is a year or less. If he

walks out of the courthouse, you can go on in any case except

a capital 
case.

I press the motion to strike out the second sentence.

Mr. Youngquist. I second the motion.

The Chairman. May we have your motion again?

Mr. Medalie. I move to strike the second sentence.

The Chairman. Beginning on line 4 and ending on line 6?

Mr. Medalie. That is right, beginning on line 4 and end-

ing on line 6.

Mr. Youngquist. I second the motion.

The Chairman. All those in favor say "Aye." Opposed,

"No." The motion is carried.

Mr. Youngquaist. This is to be rewritten and submitted to
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us after lunch?

The Chairman. Yes.

Rule 13.

Mr. McLellan. I would like to ask, with reference to 13,

what is to be done when the defendant does not want counsel.

Mr. Holtzoff. That contingency is not foreseen here. It

ought to be.

Mr. Youngquist. This infers that it is only when he is

unable to engage counsel that the court assigns one to him.

Mr. Holtzoff. Suppose he is able to and does not want to?

Er. Burns. How about inserting after the word "defendant"

"if he so desires"?

Mr. Robinson. Who is going to mention the McCann case?

Mr. Seasongood. I think it would be better to say, "The

court shall assign counsel to him, unless he desires not to have

counsel."

Mr. Dean. Or "if he is unable to engage counsel and

desires counsel."

Mr. Seasongood. That would mean that he has to want him,

and the other is better, that you assign him one unless he says

he does not want one.

Mr. Orfield. What does the word "proceeding" mean in line

2?

Mr. Youngquist. It is intended to be all-inclusive, from

the commissioner on. Does that include the appellate proceed-

ing, too?

Mr. Holtzoff. I think so.

Mr. Robinson. It is intended to.

Mr. Youngquist. He is entitled to it, if he can get there.



The Chairman. What is your suggestion for covering this

omission, Judge McLellan?

Mr. McLellan. "If he does not waive counsel and is unable

to engage counsel, t' or something like that.

10 Mr. Medalie. I do not think he has to waive counsel.

Mr. Wechsler. I think Mr. Seasongood's suggestion is good.

Mr. Medalie. He can be without counsel without waiving

counsel.

Mr. Seasongood. Unless he states he does not desire to

have counsel.

Mr. Waite. I second the motion.

Mr. Robinson. In the McCann case he stated to the court

he did not want to have counsel.

Mr. McLellan. Then, the question is still open as to

whether he will waive counsel.

Mr. Medalie. McCann had plenty of money, didn't he? It

was not a question of his being a pauper.

Mr. Holtzoff. The question in that case was entirely

different. The question was whether the judge could accept a

waiver of a trial by jury in the absence of the defendant's

being represented by counsel. The defendant said he wanted to

represent himself. Then he waived a trial by jury.

The Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit held

that the waiver should not have been accepted, in view of the

fact that the defendant chose not to be represented by counsel.

So I do not think that that case has any bearing upon the

question of assigning counsel.

Mr. McLellan. I do not want to prolong the discussinn,

but I can conceive of a situation where a man may say that he
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does not want counsel, but the circumstances be such that it

could be found, nevertheless, that he did not waive the right

to counsel. That is why I mention it, but I do not care.

Mr. Dean. Is there a motion pending?

The Chairman. I do not think we have any motion.

Mr. Medalie. There is a deficiency in this second sentence,

and a very practical one. A man sometimes finds himself without

counsel at a stage of the case later than the pleading. He

ought to have counsel or the opportunity to have him. This does

not provide for that.

Mr. Youngquist. Don't you think that would be implied?

Mr. Medalie. I think not. "Upon his arraignment and before

he is called upon to plead." Thereafter he is without counsel.

Counsel, let us say, is a person who has another engagement.

Mr. Dean. Does not the first sentence take care of it?

Mr. Medalie. He is entitled to counsel, but he won't get

it unless the court gives it to him. When you say he is

entitled to counsel, that means he is entitled to pick his own

lawyer.

Mr. Robinson. The clause "upon his arraignment" was

inserted for a reason there.

Mr. Medalie. That is the time to find out, normally. That

is the reason. Also, because he does not know what an

indictment is. He could not read it if you gave him eighty

copies of it. If he could not read it, he could not understand

it.

Mr. Robinson. There was a discussion of it, and it was

suggested that there should be a provision for counsel down

before the commissioner. I think it was agreed that that would
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be too wide a requirement, to allow U. S. Commissioners to

appoint counsel.

Mr. Medalie. That is a different proposition.

Mr. Robinson. I know it is a different proposition. In

dealing with time, you want it at arraignment and at each time

after arraignment.

Mr. Medalie. Just say "and thereafter."

Mr. Youngquist. You cannot do that, because the idea was

that counsel shall be appointed before he was called upon to

plead.

It would be better to add after the word "plead" something

to the effect, "to assist him throughout the trial," or some-

thing of that sort, together with the suggestion made by

Mr. Seasongood, "unless he states that he does not desire

counsel," but I think that should stay as it is, Mr. Medalie.

The Chairman. "To assist him throughout the trial." That

sounds like good language.

Mr. Medalie. This has to do with the time of assignment.

Assume the Court has assigned counsel to him before he is called

upon to plead.

The Chairman. This line added, "to assist him throughout

the trial" --

Mr. Medalie. It has nothing to do with the time of assign-

ment. The court has already fully discharged his obligations

by assigning counsel to him, who is to assist him throughout the

trial.

The Chairman. Suppose counsel secured permission to walk

out. Under this phrase, the court would have nothing to do

with it. I think you ought to have some language, as Judge
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McLellan suggests, to say that the defendant may waive his right

to counsel.

That was your language, was it not, Judge IcLellan?

Mr. McLellan. Something like that.

Mr. Medalie. Let us see if we can do this: "Or to assist

him upon the trial," and then add, "but the defendant may waive

his right to counsel."

Mr. McLellan. Where are you suggesting that?

Mr. Medalie. At the end of line 4, put a comma, and add,

"or to assist him upon the trial."

Mr. McLellan. "Or to"?

Mr. Medalie. "And to." You see, that should relate 
to

the assignment.

Mr. McLellan. you do not want the "and."

The Chairman. Just say "Assist him throughout the trial,"

and then it is clearly implicit that when counsel number one

walks out, the court still has the continuing power and the duty--

Mr. Wechsler. How about the appeal?

The Chairman. I think that is included in the second line,

at every stage of the proceeding.

Mr. Wechsler. I mean the last line, •'troughout the trial."

The Chairman. "Throughout the proceeding" is better.

Mr. Holtzoff. How are you making this?

The Chairman. I suggested something to somebody: "To

assist him throughout the proceeding.

Mr. McLellan. Is that going to go after the words"called

upon to plead"?

The Chairman. Yes, at the end of the rule as now written.

Mr. Wechsler. How does it read as changed?
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The Chairman. "If he is unable to engage counsel, the

court shall assign counsel to him upon his arraignment in court

and before he is called upon to plead, to assist him throughout

the proceeding.10

Mr. Holtzoff. I suggest that you leave out "his" and "in

court." Just say "upon arraignment."

The Chairman. "But he may waive."

Mr. Holtzoff. "But the defendant may waive"?

The Chairman. No. "But he may waive his right to counsel."

Mr. Burns. Why not put that after the word "proceedinlg"

in the second sentence:

"1A defendant is entitled to have the assistance of

counsel for his defense at every stage of the proceeding,

unless he waives this right."

Mr. McLellan. That is a little better.

Mr. Youngquist. That is a little different.

Mr. McLellan. After "throughout the proceeding" put

"unless the right to counsel is waived."

Mr. Seasongood. If you introduce that, can there be a

waiver, unless he states he does not desire counsel and waives

the right to counsel?

Mr. Holtzoff. Isn't that repetitious?

Mr. Seasongood. No, because what amounts to a waiver

under the Supreme Court decisions is a matter of difficulty.

They want you to say that he is absolutely entitled to it unless

he states he does not desire counsel.

Mr. McLellan. Don't we have to leave to judicial decision

what constitutes waiver?

Mr. Burns. That is why it seems to me it is better not to
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say anyth•fng about waiver, but simply to prescribe the practice

as we think it should occur; and then in cases where the prac-

tice is not followed, let the courts decide whether there was

a waiver in the sense of a surrender of the right.

Mr. McLellan. The trouble with something of that kind is

that you are telling the judge to assign counsel, and he must

assign counsel, if you leave it this way, even though the

defendant has said he does not want any lawyer and waives it.

Mr. Burns. I was not, defending this text.

Why doesn't Mr. Seasongood's suggestion take care of it?

"The court shall assign counsel to him upon his

arraignment in court, and before he is called upon to

plead, to assist him througbout the proceeding, unless he

says he does not desire counsel.

Mr. Longsdorf. I thInk it better to put in the "unless"

clause at the end of the first sentence,.

Mr. yongqulst This relates to assignment of

counsel.

Mr. Hoitzoff. Why not put the "unless" clause ot the

bheginnin, of the second sentence?

Nr. McT,'i •e. "UnleSs h_- refuses or waives counsel."

Er. Wechsler. Mr. Comriss oner, may I suggest. this as a

resolution?

The Chai rman. 5_ureRl.

-r. Wecllshler. The first senhenoe as it stands. A new

second sentence, whriich reads:

"The co'rt shl assi¶n counsel to any defendant who

is unable to engCe couns, iinleSs the defencdant elects to
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manage his own cause.

A third s.n..•nov whiabh wil reed:

"Such -ass!Snment shail be made upon arrajrnment and

befole the eenodank
1  Aplle u.o. . to y-leal."

lJr. Holtzoff-. ShoU'nt you us e some other word than

"msnaze"?

1v'2. We]•l'. beelle ve the DistiGct statute w.1ch eals

with the s1bjecn spenk, if, terms of Rna.ement There is a

statute that {Sives him the risn t to remand--

The Chnlrmn5fl. it souns like an 2impeachment' proceeding to

me.

Mir. ncLelln. Y,- so,, "Do you want a law•yer?" Yo 0u

not spy, "Do you want •o mautaCe your own oese?"

The Cbaivan" "Try DIP own case" is the popular phrase

IFr. M!,eda1l•. There is. another si,-tuation, where he may wAnt

to sit around there and sulk.

Er. SeasnCod He ay wan•t to noi et his defpfse in

pers on.

C ~ ~ r nmeja1le. THe may not want to c o&rnet eny P-'0<orS .0-

may NO want !a Ot around.

Er. oSeaso-r.O0 He may .. Y, "So far a T an nonceynle',

you "an dismyiss this.''

Hr. Vechsl,=r "Unless the defendant elects to proceOed

Er. Teurns. The pro-'sion 1 have here reads: "Before the

defendant is arrOarned on a Cabare of felon,;, if he is without

counsel, the court sAnil, uriAss the defendant objects, assign

him counsel to represent him in the cause.'



Mr. Burke. The lanu5ag'e of the former rule is that if

the defendant voluntarily, and with knowledge of his rights,

waives the assistance of counsel.

Mr. Wechsler. The difficulty is that it purports to define

when a waiver may occur. As was suggested earlier, that is a

conflicting subject under the decisions. I think waiver may

sometimes occur when t.e defendant did rnot have an, knowledge

of his rights.

The Chairman. Professor, will you read your suggestion

again, with something in place of "manage"?

Mr. Wechsler. "The court shall assign counsel to any

defendanf who is unable to engage counsel, unless the defendant

elects to proceed WiAouU cowUlsc>

would likCe Lo elimdfilate at least lwo of those three uses

01 llew~~i- ~oulS~ •- th&a is nhe srn anG subz&fl(• 01. LU
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be pending that also touch the same subject.

The ChaIrman. Suppose we have this redrafted.
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Mr. Longsdorf. I would like to see this done.

The Chairman. All rSght. We will adjourn for lunch at

,,. Wýte. Before we do that, may I make one suggestion

to the ieedrafters? In view of the Glasser case, i am a little

afraid o-f the expression1, "if he is uniable." That may raise a

question of -bie' he Oiý -6 10ou.

i. Woul like to sugst uhat it. should be, iiade to e

"If he asserts that he is unable to en...Se. coansel.
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